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Abstract 
Neural networks are a new class of computer 
technology inspired by the computational abiliti~s 
and organization of biological nervous systems. This 
thesis presents an overview of neural networks and a 
detailed study of two neural network applications. 
t 
Neural networks are being used for a variety of · 
purposes. The primary use to date is pattern 
recognition, a general capability fundamental to 
machine vision, speech understanding, and many other 
tasks. Neural networks have also demonstrated the 
capability to learn complex ~~unctions by 
demonstration, rather than explicit instruction./ 
The thesis shows how neural networks can be used to 
implement Content Addressable Memory (also called 
Associative Memory) and how neural networks can be 
used to solve the Traveling Salesman Problem. The 
. 
intent of these two applications is to show how 
· neural networks can be applied to act11al proble·ms . 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Computer technology is being used to solve myriad 
problems in many segments of our society. Despite the 
increasing popularity of computer te.chnology, there 
are many problems which have not been successfully 
addressed. These problems have caused an increasing 
interest in alternative methods of computation.I 
This thesis discusses neural networks, a new form of 
comptitation. Neural networks represent a new tool 
which opens the door to a class of previously 
unsolved pr6blems. Examples of neu~al network 
applications include conversion of handwritten 
letters to computer_ text, identification of airplanes 
·from camera irmages, and speech production. 
Neural networks have several appealing qualities 
which will be explained later in the thesis. They are 
able to function despite internal malfunctions. The 
are tolerant of "noisy" input data which does not fit 
a prescribed ·format. They can learn in the sense t.hat 
theiF operation is altered by demonstrations of 
correct behavior. They have the potential to solve 
diffi~ult. problems in reasonable time periods because 
they take advantage of parallel processing. 
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The thesis is divided into two sections. The first 
section presents an overview of what is being done 
with neural networks. The fundamental mechanisms 
common !g)most networks are explained, as well as the 
functioning of various types. of neural networks. The 
second section describes two applications which were 
implemented as part of the thesis effort·. These 
implementations show how neural networks are used.to 
address specific problems. The two sections 
complement one another by covering the breadth of the 
entire field, as well as the depth of two 
implementations. 
What Are Neural Networks 
v A neural network is made µp of a large number of very 
simple "processors". Each processor has an output 
whith is a fu~ction of the inputs from other 
processors~ The computation performed by the neural 
• 
network is determined by the manner in which the 
processors are connected. All of processors work 
simultaneously to solve the problem. The computation 
is carried out by the processors mt1tually 'influencing 
one another through the network connections. 
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-Thia architectural description is fundamental to~the 
definition of neural networks. Neural networks are 
computationally effective because their architecture 
allows a lot of information about the problem to be. 
used simultaneously. The problem constraints are 
represented in the processor connections. As such, 
all the constraints are used simultaneously to 
''direct' the computation to a quick and optimal 
solution. The solution emerges from the processor 
interactions, with each processor contributing a 
small portion of the overall computation. 
The neural network architecture can be a mental 
abstraction or a physical reality. This makes a 
precise definition of neural networks awkward. On the 
one hand, neural networks are a new form of computer 
architecture which can be used to build machines 
which overcome several limitations of traditional 
I 
computers. To date this view of neural networks has 
not been fully realized. Only a few functioning 
networks have been implemented with hardware 
processors and connections. The vast majority of 
neural networks are software simulations of the 
"architecture." These simulations are implemented on 
traditional serial computers. This leads to a 
definition of a neural network as a powerful new 
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algorithm, rather th~;.r a computer architecture. 
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Any definition of neural networks is incomplete 
without explaining the relationship between -
biological nervous systems and neural networks. 
Neural networks were inspired by biological nervous 
systems. 
Animal (including human) functioning is, in l~rge 
part, a result of nervous system interaction with the_,·-J . r:_ /-
. I \), 
'· '"-
en v 4r on men t. Biological nervous systems are made up ·· ·,_.- · \"" __ ,..., 
of a.large number of highly interconnected nerve 
cells, or neurons. Each neuron is a relatively simple 
device. When neurons are interconnected to form a 
nervous system, they become capable of many complex 
functions. The interconnections allow the neurons to 
act as a collective whole. Many of the things which 
animals do effortlessly, are extremely difficult with 
current computer algorithms. The amount of 
computation to recognize an object like a tree, or a 
telephone is truly phenomenal. Yet many animals 
perform this task in a fraction of a second. Neural 
network researchers are investigating the anatomy and 
physiology of the brain for clues as to how the 
process of recognition can occur so quickly. 
. • I / I 
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The human brain is estimated to have about 
100 billion neurons. Each neuron is typic·ally ·· 
connected to hundreds or thousands of other neurons. 
This mass of interconnected neurons is somehow used 
to implement parallel processing where vast amounts 
of computation can be done very quickly. The speed i~ 
further dramatized by the switching times of neurons, 
which has been measured to be several millise.conds. 
In contrast, readily available electronic devices 
switch in nanoseconds. 
The brain also has a remarkable ability to learn and 
adapt. Infants are born with all the brain cells they 
will.ever have. Throughout the human life span two 
interesting anatomical things occur in the brain. 
One, neurons permanently fail on a regular basis. 
These ongoing failures cause a gradual de9line in 
abilities rather than,the disappearance of any 
particular ability. In other words, individual 
neurons are not critical to human cognitive 
processes. Two~ the richness of the neuron 
connections increases. This implies that there maybe 
a relationship between learning and neural 
connections. 
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1l In an effort to un~~rstand how the brain functions, 
scientists have noted that significant human 
capabilities must be achievable with 'algorithms' 
made up of, at most several hundred sequential steps 
[ 1]. This is because recog_ni tion tasks ,·occur on the 
order _of a second, while individual neuron switching 
occurs on the order of several milliseconds. Each of 
these several hundred steps must make a significant 
-.-· 
amount of- progress through some sort of parallel 
• processing. 
Neural networks are being studied to see if 
artificial neurons can be used to realize powers 
which exist in the brain. It is important to note 
. 
that neural networks are not models of the brain. 
Most of the fruitful neural networks use processors 
which are known to function in a different manner 
than biological neurons. Because of this difference, 
neural networks are said to be influenced or inspired 
by biological nervous systems, but not to mimic or 
model them. 
Neural networks have demonstrated the capability to 
learn. They can learn to perform some task by being 
repeatedly shown what that function is. Learning is 
accomplished by adjusting the network connections. 
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The ability to learn is a very appealing quality of 
neural networks. The time and skill required to I 
program digital computers has already created a 
bottleneck which limits their usage. The cost 
effectiveness of of neural networks will be greatly 
increased if they can be taught instead of being, 
programmed. 
ll-
Neural networks have also shown a significant 
tolerance to hardware failures"'. If a handful of the 
processors fail, the network continues to function 
correctly. When a large number of the processors 
fail, the function may continue to work in some sort 
of degraded fashion. This can be contrasted with 
digital computers where each hardware .component must 
perform it's task flawlessly. 
The study of neural networks can be difficult because 
they are the result of work in many disciplines. 
Neuroscience, cognitive science, and psychology are 
as much an influence as electrical engineering and 
computer science. The interdisciplinary environment 
has created some original ideas, but it has. also 
resulted is _a wealth of terminology all referring t·o 
the same technology. Neural networks go by manys 
aliases: connectionism,- paral.lel distributed 
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processing, perceptrons, ·and self organizing maps. 
~ 
2. Architecture I 
All neural networks are based on the same fundamentel 
architecture. variations to this architecture are 
used in creating different types of neural network~. 
This section will describe the architectural aspects 
common to all networks as well as some of the 
possible variations. Common notation and terminology 
will also be introduced. 
In ge_ne~al, a neural network is characterized by: 
1, 
'\·-~ 
a set of processors or nodes, 
a~et of connections between the nodes, 
a riode update function, and 
a node learning rule. 
Because the processors in a neural network are not 
required to be little digital computers, they will be 
referred to as nodes ·in the remainder of this paper. A 
neural network is.comprised of some number of nodes, 
N. Each node has one output. The output is typically 
ON(or 1), .OFF(or 0), or some where in between. Each 
node can have an arbitrary number of inputs coming 
from the outputs of other nodes. The node output value 
represents something relevant to the problem at hand. 
The initial value of node inputs may also be 
9 
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determined by the problem. 
The entire state of the network can be thought of as a 
N element vector, v. The elements of V correspond to 
the node output values. An output of node i is 
referred to as· VI • 1 
The network connections determine how the nodes will 
be allowed to influence each other. Although a node 
has only one output, that single output can serve as 
input to many other nodes. The node connections are 
unidirectional from the output of one node to the 
input of other nodes. 
When the output. of one node connects t-o the input of 
another node, it does so with a certain strength, or 
• 
weight. This connection weight is usually designated 
as a positive or negative number. Positive connection 
weights are excitatory, meaning an ON node will tend 
to turn ON other nodes with which it has a positive 
connection weight. Negative connection weights ar·e 
inhibitory because an ON node will tend to turn OFF 
other nodes with which it has a negative connection 
weight. 
The connection wei-ghts are typically considered part· 
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· of the node to which it is an input. They can also be 
thought of as something between the nodes, and hence, 
independent of eith~r node. f1n any case, the 
connections weights are central to the network des~gn. 
They typically represent some fundamental aspects of 
the problem being addressed. A typical node·connection 
arrangement is shown in Figure 2-1. 
Because each no~e can potentially connect to every 
other node, the network connection weights can be 
represented as a N by N matrix T. The absence of a 
connection is represented by a connection weight of 
zero. Indivi·dual connect.ion weights are referenced as 
• 
T .. , for the 
l] 
the input of 
,,, ~. 
' 
connection from the output of node j to 
node i. 
Noi:>E A 
• 
Q_c,NNf.C.TION WtlG-.~T 
~ Rorv'\ N 01)~ . A To 
NOb~ B -~ 
NODE B 
. Figure 2-1 
Typical Node-Connection Arrangement 
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Each node determines an output value .from the inputs 
I 
. 
\ 
using a node update function. All nod~s in the network 
I 
typically have the0 same node update func~ion. The node 
update function might be based on the output values of 
connected nodes, the connection weights, a node 
I 
threshold value and the current n~de output value. A 
node may have some small amount of local memory to 
} 
support the node update function. 
The node update function is often described as two 
functions. 'The total input function which calculates 
the total input from nodes connected to ,this node, and· 
4 -
an output function which determines the node output 
from the total node input. The total input for all 
nodes in the network can be represented by an N 
element vector I. The total input of node i is 
designated I~. 1 
A common total input function is 
I.=- t T .. V. 
1 lJ J . 
• J 
A common output function is 
V. = 1/(-l+e-Ii) 
1 
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This output function is graphically shown in Figure 
2-2 and is referred to as a sigaoid curve. Notice 
that the sigmoid curve can be divided into a center 
region and two outer regions. The center region is 
nearly linear and very steep. The two outer regions 
are essentially horizontal and the node output· is 
either O for negative values o.f total input, or 1 for 
positive values of total input. Notice the sensitivity 
of node output to total node input in.each region. In 
the center region, a small change in total node input 
will cause a corresponding change in node output. In 
the outer regions, changes in total node input have a 
minimal effect.on node output. 
The sigmoid curve is referred to as a semilinear 
function because it has linear as well as nonlinear 
characteristics. The nonlinear -characteristic of the 
sigmoid curve is important to neural network 
computation because it allows the nod~ to make a 
binary decision regarding all possible values of 
• 
total known i·nput. The node will "decide" to turn ON 
or OFF for the vast majority of total node input 
values. Only total node input values in the relatively 
small center region do not result in either an ON or 
OFF output. 
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Figure 2-2 ,, 
Sigmoid Curve, Node Output vs Total Node Input 
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The node update function may include a threshold 
value. The threshold value causes the curve 'shown in 
Figure-2-2 to shift along the x axis. The threshold 
value is typically used to tune the response of a 
unit. -The threshold can be thoug~t of in terms of 
noise tolerance, where the unit should not respond_,to 
relatively low levels of total node input. 
The node upd~te function is. also characterized 6y how 
often it is used. Nodes may update continuously, 
periodically~or randomly depending on the desired 
effect. 
Depending on the complexity of the node update 
,3 . 
function, a neural network may be modeled with linear 
algebra. Using matrix multiplication, the new outputs 
V(t+l) can be calcul~ted as the product of the 
connection weight matrix T .. times the existing l] 
outputs v(·t). 
I 
Finally, a rieural network may. have a lea·rning rule. 
The learning rule is applied by the network nodes and 
is the same for all nodes in the network. The learning 
rule is used to modify the connection weights based on 
some criteria. All of the information required by the 
learning rule must be locally available at the node. 
15 
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The learning rule can be used in several ways. It 
{•, 
might be used as a normal part of network operation, 
where it is applied immediately after the node update 
function. On the other hand, the learning rule may 
only be used when the neural network is in a ~raining 
mode. 
If a network has a learning rule, it will usually have 
an explicit learning rate. The symbol n is commonly 
used for learning rate, and it will be used throughout 
this thesis. n is typically a constant value between 0 
and 1. This value is used as a multiplier to scale the 
change in co.nnection·weights. The theory behind some 
networks calls for a very small value of n. 
Unfortunately, small values of n result in slow 
learning. From a practicar standpoint, n is chosen as 
the largest value which allows proper operation. 
~ ··-· J 
Knowing the basic parts, we can describe some \,f the _1 
variations which result in different types of neural 
networks. 
Some networks are referred to as layered networks, 
because the nodes are organized into successive 
layers. Nodes in the .. first layer are designated as 
input nodes because they receive i·nformation from the 
16 
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environment. Nodes in the last layer are designated as 
output nodes, because they report information to the 
environment. Input and output nodes are referred to as 
visible nodes while nodes in other layers are referred 
to as hidden nodes. In a layered ·network, only nodes 
in the same or adjacent layers are connected. When the 
input is presented, it propagates through the network 
layer by layer. In layered networks the_processing is 
done in a staged fashion. 
Layered networks can be strictly feedforward or they 
· can allow for s·ome type of feedback. Iri a feedforward 
network, node connections are restricted to-flow from 
the input to the output. Node updates are done layer 
by layer, from input to output. A feedback network 
allows connections from output towards the input, as 
. ' 
well as from the input toward the output. The feedback 
direction may have dedicated connection weights or it 
' . 
may use the normal connection weights in reverse. 
Examples of feedforward and feedback networks are 
shown in Figure 2-3. 
17 
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input 
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input 
layer 
\ 
Feedforward Network 
Feedback· Network 
Figure 2-3 
., 
output 
layer 
output 
layer 
Examples of Feedforward and Feedback Networks 
• 
Some networks are referred to as interactive or 
recurrent networks, because they have few restrictions 
regarding the way in which nodes can be connected. A 
typical interactive network is illustrated in Figure 
2-4. In an interactive network all nodes can influence 
18 
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(or interact with) all other nodes. In this case, 
individual nodes may act as both an input and output 
node. The initial value serves as the input, and the 
final value the output. A final value is defined as a 
value which does not change for several node updates. 
Q 
I 
Interactive networks are said to converge from the 
initial state defined by the input nodes to some final 
stable state. The computation done by interactive 
networks is sometimes called a relaxation search 
(' b~cause the network relaxes from an initial unstable 
state to a final self consistent state. The term 
'search' applies because the final state is a specific 
representation which was found among many other 
possible representations. 
Figure 2-4 
Interactive Neural Network 
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3. Layered Networks 
Application 1,, \, 
) 
Layered net~orks are useful for performing pattern 
recognition tasks. Pattern recognition is a very 
general capability to recognize certain input 
patterns and produce corresponding output patterns. 
Many interesting problems can be thought of in terms 
of pattern recognition. Character recognition, .. speech 
recog~.ition, and image recognition are obvious 
~~ . 
exattfples of pattern recognition. Pattern recognition 
can also aid in decision making applicatioris like 
mortgage ·approval. ·1n mortgage approval the 
applicant's qualifications are presented as the 
input pattern. The output pattern is either ACCEPT or 
DENY on the basis of the input pattern. 
~ A neural network which performs a pattern recognition 
/' 
task is referred to as a pattern associator. A pattern 
associator is a typical app_lication of a feedforward 
layered· network. A pattern associator translates a 
pattern of values on the input nodes to an associated 
pattern on the output nodes. The idea is to convert 
the input into another representation which is useful 
for some task. 
20 
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Deaigning a Pattern Associator 
Given some desired translatfon; how does one go about 
designing a pattern associator using a layer network? 
To design a network one must know 1) the number of 
layers, 2) the number of nodes in each layer, and 3) 
the pattern of connections betwe~n the nodes in 
adjacent layers. 
The number of input nodes is determined by the 
expected input patterns. For example, if the input 
pattern represents a five letter word in ASCII, then 
40 (5 X 8) input nodes could be us.ed. Similarly, the 
number of output nodes is determined by the desired 
output patterns and the representation scheme used to 
interpret them. 
" 
Determining the number of hidden layers and the number 
of nodes in each hidden layer is more of an art than a 
science. It is usually based on some rough 
approximation followed by experimentation. For this 
, 
discussion, both of these will be considered arbitrary 
\ f' decisions. 
Now the designer must determine how the nodes should 
be connected. This can be an extremely difficult task 
beeause there are so many ways in which the nodes can 
21 
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be connected. Some technique is needed to determine 
the proper set of node connections. This is where 
neural network learning comes into play. 
The remainder of this section will be dedicated to the 
ru~es which can be used to learn the proper set of 
network connections in layered networks. For the case 
of a network with no hiqden nodes, the node 
connections can be calculated using one of t1"o 
·1earning rules. If the network has hidden nodes the 
task of determining connection weights becomes more 
complicated. Historically, the task of determining the 
connection weights associated with hidden nodes has 
been called the credit assignment problem(2]. In the 
early days of neural networks it was understood that 
·hidden nodes were required for most significant tasks. 
Unfortunately, there was no methodology to determine 
what the hidden nodes should represent and how they 
should be connected. In ~he last two decades there has 
·\. 
been a resurgence of interest in neural networks, 
because several solutions to the credit assignment 
problem have been discovered. 
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3.1 Rebbian Learning 
The Hebb rule is named after Donald o Hebb who 
introduced the concept in 1949 (3). The basic idea is 
called Bebbian Learning and states that if node A is 
connected to node B, an~ node B tends to be ON when 
node A is ON, the connection fr m Node A to Node B 
should be strengthened. This basic idea has been 
elaborated into equation 3.1 and is now called the 
Hebb Rule (4,5]. 
An input pattern ana an associated output pattern is 
called an iijput/output pair. The connection weights 
to store several input/output pairs is calculated-
as: 
where 
{ 3 .1} 
T .. 
l] - is the connection weight from node i to node j to simultaneously translate 
all p input/output pairs. 
o. - is the output of the ith input node 
pi for input/output pair p. 
• 
t . - is the desired or target value of the 
PJ jth output node for input/output pair p. 
The Hebb rule is not an iterative solution. The 
connection weights are simply calculated. Other 
learning rules are iterative. They work by repeatedly 
calculating an adjustment to the current connection 
weights. 
23 
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.Note that this rule has several significant 
restrictions. 
1. The netwQrk can have no hidden nodes 
because the desired value is unknown. • 
2. The set of input patterns must be 
orthogonal (at r~ght angles to each other) so 
that the weights can simultaneously store all 
input patterns. If the input patterns are not 
.orthogonal there will be some distortion in 
the desired translations. 
• 
·1 
3. Each input pattern must have a vector 
length of 1 J square root of E ( o. 2 ) ,must equal 
1 ' 
, _..__ - . 
I 
one). 1 
4. The total n6de input ·is calculated using ·~ 
equation 2.1. The node output is identical to 
the total node input i.e. the node· output 
function is strictly linear with slope 1 .. 0. 
(.' 
The following example illustrates learning connection 
weights via the Hebb Rule. 
The network consists of two input nodes and 
three ·output nodes. We have two sets of 
input/output pairs. 
pair #1 
input pattern 
output ""(;pattern 
pair #2 
O= ( 1/13, 12/13 ) 
t= ( 3, 2, 9) 
· input pattern o=(-12/13, 1/13) 
output pattern t•(6, 9, 1) 
~ 
Notice that both input patterns have.length 
one. Also note that the inp~t patte.rns are 
orthogonal (inner product is zero). 
(' 
Connection weights, T .. · which realize these• 
translations are calc6Iated using equation 
3.1, where i goes from 1 to 2, j goes from 1 
to 3, and p goes from 1 to 2. Readers familiar 
24 
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with linear alge~ra ~ill·recognize the 
calculation as to (the transpose of vector t 
multiplied by vector o) summed over the 
input/output pairs p. 
pair #1 pair #2 
.T11- (1//3)(3) + (-/2//3)(6) • (-6/2+3)//3 
T12- (1/13)(2) + (-12/13)(9) • (-912+i)//3 
T13 - (1/l3)it9) + (-12/13)(1) • (-12+9)/13 
T 21 - (/2/13·-1(3) + (1/13)(6) • (312+6)/13 T22 - (/2/13)(2) + (1//3)(9) • (2/2+9)/13 
T23 - (12/13)(9) + (1/13)(1) • (912+1)/13 
Presented in a matrix fo1rm: 
output 
t. 
J 
0, 
\PPUt Aodes 
1 2 
nodes 
1 (-6/2+3)//3 
2 (-9/2+2)//3 
3 ( -/2+9) //3 
( 3/2+6) /13 
(212+9)/13 
(912+1)/13 
' : 
'I 
Using the node update function (equation 2.ll 
we can verify that the proper output .pattern 
is produced for each input pattern. 
for pair #1 
for j=l 
I:T .. o. = 
1 l] 1 
for j=2 
((-6/2+3)/13)(1/13) + 
((3/2+6)//3)(12//3) = 3 
l:T .. o. = ( ( -9/2+2) //3) ( 1//3) + 
. l] 1 ((2/2+9)//3)(/2/13) = 2 
1 
for j=3 
ET .. o. = ((-/2+9)//3)(1//3) + 
i l) 1 ((9/2+1)/13)(/2/13) = 9 
or (3, 2, 9) 
for pair #2 
for j=l 
ET . . 0. = 
1 lJ 1 
for j=2 
ET . . 0, = 
lJ 1 
I 
1 
·1 
((-6/2+3)/13)(-12//~) + 
((3/2+6)//3)(1//3) = 6 
((-9/2+2)//3)(-/2//3) + 
((212+9)//3)(1/13) ~ 9 
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for j•3 
J:Tijoi • 
i 
((-12+9)/13)(-12/13) + 
((912+1)/13)(1/13) • 1 
or (6, 9, 1) 
The following example is similar to the previous 
example~ In this example the input vectors are not 
orthogonal. Notice that the desired translations are 
not achieved. 
pair #1 
input pattern o•(l/13, 12/13) 
output pattern t•(3, 2, 9) 
., 
pair #2 
. input pattern o•(-12/13, 2/13) 
output pattern t•(6, 9, 1) 
·once again, both input patterns have length 
one. But this time the input patterns are 
· n'o t o r tho go n a 1 . 
Calculating connection.weights using equation 
3.1 yields: 
pair #1 pair #2 
T11= ( 1/13) ( 3) + (-/2//3)(6) 
. T12= ( 1/13) ( 2) + (-/2//3)(9) (1/13)(9) + (-/2//3)(1) T13= 
T21= (/2//3)(3) + ( 2//3) ( 6) ( /2//3) ( 2) .+ ( 2//3) ( 9) T22= 
T23= ( /2//3) ·( 9) + ( 2//3 ) ( 1 ) 
Presented in a matrix form: 
nodes 
o. 
input fiodes 
1 2 
=- (-6/2+3)/13 
= (-9/2+2)/13 
= (-/2+9)//3 
- (3/2+12)/13 
= (2/2+18)//3 
= (9/2+2)/13 
output 
t. 
J 
1 (-6/2+3)//3 
2 (-9/2+2)//3 
3 (-/2+9)/ll· 
_(3/2+12)//3 
(2/2+18)//3 
(9/2+2)/13 
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Once again we'll use the node update function 
(equation 2.1) to calculate the output node 
values. Notice that they are not the desired 
values. 
for pair #1 
for j•l 
tT .. o. • ((-612+3)/13)(1/13) + 
1 lJ 1 ((312+12)/13)(12/13) • 3+212 
for j•2 _ 
tT .. o. • ( ( -9/2+2) /13) ( 1/13) + 
·. lJ 1 ((212+18)/13)(12/13) • 2+312 
1 
for j•3 
ET .. o. • 
lJ 1 
• 1 
1 
for pair #2 
ct, 
f.or j•l 
tT .. o. • 
1 lJ 1 
for j=2 
((-12+9)/13)(1/13) + 
((912+2)/13)(12/13) • 9+12/3 
((-612+3)/13)(-12/13) + 
((312+12)/13)(2/13) • 12+12 
1:T .. o. = ((-912+2)/13)(-12/13) + 
i lJ 1 · ((2/2+18)//3)(2//3) • 1~+2/2/3 
for j=-3 
1:T .. o. =-
1] 1 
• 1 
((-12+9)/13)(-12/13) + 
((912+2)/13)(2/13) • 2+312 
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3.2 Delta Rule 
The Hebb Rule provides a method to determine the 
connections in a layered network with no hidden nodes, 
but the restrictions make it impractical for most real 
problems. The "Del ta Rule overcomes some of the 
restrictions of the Hebb Rule. With the Delta Rule, 
the sets of input patterns must be linearly 
independent rather than orthogonal. There is also no 
restriction on the vector length of the input pattern. 
As with the Hebb Rule, there can be no hidden nodes 
.. 
and the node output function must be linear. 
The Delta Rule gets it name because the amount of 
learning is proportional to the difference between the 
and desired node output values. It is also 
cal ed the Widrow-Huff rule because it was conceived 
'.\ 
by .. Widrow and M. Huff in 1960[5,6]. The Delta Rule . 
• 1S 
where 
• 
T .. (n) = T .. (n-1) + n 6 .. (n) o. (n) 
l] l] ] , 1 {3.2} 
T .. ( n) lJ 
oi(n) 
g . ( n) 
' J 
. . 
- is the connection weight from the ith 
input node to .the jth output node 
after presenting ·the nth input 
pattern. 
- is the scalar learning rate. 
- is the output.of the ith input node 
when the nth input pattern is 
presented. 
- is the response error i.e. the 
difference between the desired output 
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value and the actual output value of 
the jth output node. &j(n) is 
calculated as 
~J.(n) - tj(n) - tT .. (n-l)o. (n) (3.3} 
1 lJ 1 
- is the desired or target 
value of the jth output 
node. when the nth input 
pattern is presented. 
tT .. (n-l)o.(n) - is the actual value 
1 1 J. . 1 of the jth output node 
when the nth input pattern 
is presented. 
With the Hebb Rule the connections could be directly 
calculated. With the Delta rule the connection weights 
are arrived at iteratively. 
Initially the connection weights are all set to zero . 
. For each input pattern, the pattern is presented and 
.. 
weights are adjusted. After· all input patterns have 
been presented, the sequence of presentations is 
repeated. This repetition :continues until each 
node's error,.~., drops below a tolerance for all J 
input ·patterns. At this point each input pattern is 
producing the des~red output-pattern within a 
specified tolerance. Note that n in equations 3.2 and 
3.3 is not the number of input patterns, "but the count 
of the pres~ntations to date. The initial value of 
the all connection weights is zero. 
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The Delta Rule says that the change in connection 
weights is proportional to the produc_t of the response 
error and the input. The Delta Rule changes the 
connection weights to reduce the difference between 
actual and desired response. As the rule is 
iteratively applied the actual response converges to 
the desired response. 
If the input patterns are not linearly independent the 
Delta Rule will find the set of connection weights 
. . ~ . 
which represent _the least square difference between 
the desired and actual outputs. For an explanation of 
why this is true as well as a proof of the convergence 
see [7,8,9]. 
The· iterative nature of the Delta Rule is illustrate·d 
iri the following example. 
Let the learning rate, n be 0.1 and all 
weights be initially set to zero. We would 
like to determine the connection weights which 
will translate the input pattern (3 2) to the 
output pattern (9). 
" 
2 
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The input/ou·tput pair is: 
input, o • (3, 2) 
output, t • (9) 
we begin the first iteration by calculating 
the actual node outputs from the inputs using 
the second term in equation 3.3. The output 
node value is zero because the connection 
weights are initially ze~o. 
0 • (0)(3)+(0)(2) 
r 
Next the error is calculated as the difference 
between the actual and desired vilues. 
9-0-9· 
This error is used to calculate the weight 
changes according to equation 3.2. 
Tll = 0 + 0.1(9)(3) • 2.7 
T12 = 0 + 0.1(9)(2) a 1.8 
This process is repeated several times and the 
results are presented below. Notice that the 
actual output is approaching the desired 
output. · 
0 I t I 
1 1 
~. 
1 
6T .. lJ TI I lJ 
ITERRATION 
COUNT 
OUTPUT NODE VALUE 
ACTUAL DESIRED ERROR 
WEIGHT 
CHANGE 
NEW 
WEIGHT 
1 0.0 
2 11.7 
3 8.19 
4 9.243 
5 8.927 
9.0 
9.0 
9.0 
9.0 
9.0 
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9.0 2.7 
1.8 
· -2.7 -0.81 
-0.54 
0.81 0.243 
0.162 
-0.243 -0.073 
-0.049 
I • 
2.7 
1.8 
1.89 
1.26 
2.133 
1.422 
2.060 
1.373 
t'. ' . 
~ ' . 
• 
. 
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3.3 Back Propagation 
r 
For multilayer networks (which have hidden nodes) the 
Delta Rule is modified slightly in a weight learning 
technique called Back Propagation. As we will see, 
this technique allows node output functions which are 
nonlinear functions of total node input as long as the 
derivative with respect to total node input can be 
computed. Back Propagation is typically credited to 
David Rummelhart, Geoffrey Hinton, and Robert Williams 
who developed the technique in the mid 1980s [10). 
Similar models were also developed by David Parker and 
Yann Le Cunn during the same time·. 
k . . t' ' 1 t h ~ f d f Bae Propaga 10n 1nvo ves wop as~s, one orwar rem 
input nodes to output nodes, and the other backward 
from output nodes to input nodes. Like the Delta Rule, 
Back Propagation is an iterative approach where the 
connection weights are initially 0. The desired 
input/output patterns are presented sequentially as 
,, 
they were with the Delta Rule. For each input/output 
pair the forward and backward phases are repeated 
until the desired translation occurs without error. 
After all the input/output pairs have been presented, 
the resultant connection weights can be used to 
· translate input patterns to output patterns. 
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For each input/output pair the following steps are 
performed. The forward phase ·is the same as the 
'" 
non-learning operation of the network. The input 
pattern is presented ·to the input layer. This 
pattern is propagated through the network layer by 
layer until a pattern appears on the output layer. The 
backward phase begins by comparing the actual and 
desire~ output patterns and calculating a measure of 
error for each node in the output layer. These error 
'·,. ,;I ~ 'J 
. . 
measures are then propagated back to the previous 
layer using the connection weights in a fash~i-on 
similar to the forward phase. 
In the backward phase, the connection weights are used 
in reverse. The error is propagated back, layer by 
layer until the input layer is reached. Now the error 
measure at each node is used to adjust the connection 
weights.which input to that node (input in the sense 
of the forward phase). The forward and backward phases 
are repeated using the new connection weights until 
the error dr_ops to a tolerable value. 
The calculation for connection weight adjustment and 
error measure are: 
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where 
~ . -PJ 
• 
f'(~pj) t~pkTkj 
k 
.11, ,_ '·;· ' 
{ 3. 4} 
,, 
{3.Sa} 
~f node j is in the 
output layer 
if node j is not in 
the output layer 
node j is in layer x, 
node i is in layer x-1, 
and node k is in layer x+l. 
fl T .. p lJ 
~ . 
PJ 
0 . pl 
t . 
PJ 
- is the change in 
unit i to unit j 
presented. 
the weight connecting 
when pattern pis 
/ 
- is the scalar learning rate, between 0 
and 1. ~ 
- is the error measure associated with 
node j when pattern pis presented. 
- is the output of the of node i when 
pattern p is presented. {i, 
- is the desired ou~put on node j when 
pattern pis presented. 
f' ( I . ) - is the derivative of .the node output 
PJ function with respect to total input 
,.. current, evaluated at the value of 
total input current. 
Note that the derivative in equation 3.Sa, f'(I .), is 
PJ 0 · 
a result of using a sigmoid node output function, as 
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f (Ii) 
0.5 
0 
~--·· 
-oo 0 +00 
Total Node Input, Ii 
f' ( Ii ) 
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... 
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-00 0 +00 
Total Node Input, Ii 
Figure 3-1 
Sigmoid Function and Derivative 
opposed to J·ust I .. The effect of f' ( I . ) is 
· PJ PJ 
illustrated in Figure 3-1. The contribution of f'(Ipj) 
is significant when the total node input I . is close PJ 
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to zero. At values of Ipj near zero the node output is 
about 0.5. This can be interpreted as a node which has 
not yet committed itself to being ON or OFF. 
Equation 3.Sb describes how the error is calculated 
for nodes in hidden layers of the network. The error 
•" 
measu·re is a product of the error propagated back from 
layer x+l and the derivative of the output function 
evaluated at the total input. Note that the total 
input was calculated during the forward phase from 
layer x-1, while the back propagated error is 
calculated during the backward phase from layer x+l. 
The following example shows a single iteration (one 
forward and orie backward pass) to illtistrate the use 
of equations 3.4 and 3.5. 
The first iteration is simplified because 
Tij=O. For this example, assume the 
calculation has progressed through several 
iterations, weight adjustment has just been 
completed and the network is at the state 
shown here: 
0 
Input. 
Layer 
Hidden 
Layer 
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Output 
J Layer 
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Note that nodes are named A - E. The current 
values for the connection weights are TAc•S, 
T8 c·2, Tc0 ·1 and TcE•3. The learning ra~e n is 0.9.
6
The aesired input/output pair is 
input o • (0, 1) 
output t • (1, 1) 
The node ppdate function is given by 
-I V. • f(I .) • 1/(l+e j) 
where 
Hence, 
J J 
I. 
. J 
V. , 
J 
• t T .. V. 
. l] 1 
1 
or more specifically d(V.)/dI. J J 
• f'(I.) • e-1 j/(l+e-1 j) 2 
] 
I 1s·· 
For the forward phase we start with VA•O and 
v8 =1. V is calculated using the node update functio~. 
VD and 
' 
IC - (5)(0) .+ (2)(1) = 2 -
VC - 1/(l+e-2 ) = 0.881 
VE calculated 
• VC. are using 
ID - (1)(0.881) = 0.881 
VD = 1/(l+e-o· 881 ) == 0.707 
IE s (3)(0.881) = 2.64 
VE= 1/(l+e-2 · 64 ) s 0.933 
The backward pass begins by computing the 
er·ror for nodes D and E according to equation 
3.Sa. 
6D = (1-0.88l)(e-0.881/(l+e-0.881)2) 
= 0.0246 
6E = (1-0.933)(e-2 · 64;(1+e-2 · 64 ) 2 ) 
= 0.00417 
Now back propagati·ng the error from nodes E 
and D to node C using equation 3.Sb. 
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0 
gc • (e-2 · 0;(1+e-2 · 0 >2 > ((0.0246)(1) + 
(0.00417)(3)) 
• 0.00390 
We now have the error for all no~es (e~cept 
those in the input layer which are not needed 
because they don't have incoming weights). We 
now calculate the weight adjustments using 
equation 3.4. 
AT AC •· ( 0 . 9 ) ( 0 . 0 0 3 9 0 ) ( 0 ) • 0 
ATBC • (0.9)(0.00390)(1) • 0.00351 
ATCD • (0.9)(0.0246)(0.881) • 0.0195 
ATCE = (0.9)(0.00417)(0.881) • 0.00331 
The new weight.s are calculated from the 
current weights and the weight adjustments. 
'" 
TAC= 5 + 0 • 5 
TBC = 2 + 0.00351 • 2.00351 
Teo= 1 + 0.0195 - 1.0195 
TCE = 3 + 0.00331 • 3.00331 
Back Propag~ation can be conceptualized as a gradient 
~\ descent· search on an error surface[ 11]. The idea is 'to 
reduce the error at each node by altering the 
connection weights. Hence, we.can think of the error 
as a surface with the current position on the error 
surface being determined by the connection weights, 
Stepping from location to location on the error 
surface is accomplished using equation 3.4. All steps 
re.sult in lower error because the difference between 
actual and desired output is ·reduced by the weight 
change, and because f'(I .) decreases as the node PJ . ~ 
output approaches l(ON) or O(OFF). The learning rate n 
determines the size of steps~which are taken when 
moving on the error surface to find the minimum. In 
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principle, there is nothing to prevent the calculation 
from getting stuck in a local minimum. This would 
cause the error to be stuck at some nonzero value. For 
some reason, local minima on the error surface is 
rarely a problem[12]. 
./1 
The biggest problem with Back Propagation is the 
\ 
\ ) 
speed. Reducing the error to acceptable levels takes 
many iterations for each input/output pattern. Finding 
the minimum on the error surface without knowing the 
terrain of the surface requires a lot of small steps. 
Speed can be adjusted to an extent by increasing the 
number of hidden nodes and/or the learning rate n. 
Unfortunately Back Propagation is too slow for many 
interesting problems[ll]. 
Many useful networks have been built using Back 
Propagation. It has been used to perform the Exclusive 
Or function; to produce the past tense of English 
verbs, and to recognize alphanumeric characters 
(13]. Perhaps the most famous application of Back 
Propagation is NETtalk, a neural network which 
translates text into speech. 
3.9 
\ 
3.3.1 Nl!!Ttalk 
NETtalk was developed by Terrance Sejnowski and 
Charles Rosenberg in the mid 1980s[14]. The network 
translates text into a corresponding sequence of 
\.,. 
phonemes. The phonemes are then feed into a 
commercially available device called DECtalk. DECtalk 
produces the sounds associated with the sequence of 
phonemes. Like most neural networks, NETtalk exists 
only as a software program which simulates the 
network. 
l ..... 
' . 
The network is made up of three layers. Seven letters 
are presented to the input layer. The pattern produced 
by these letters, is propagated through the hidden 
layer to the output layer. The resulting pattern on 
the output layer, represents the phoneme associated 
with the fourth (or middle) letter of the input layer. 
The other six letters provide a context which 
partially determi·nes the phoneme for the middle 
letter. 
I'' 
Moving a word, letter by letter across the input 
layer, produces the corresponding sequence of 
phonemes. The phonemes are then fed into a DECtalk 
which generates the sounds associated with the 
sequence of phonemes. By moving sentences (or 
40 
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paragraphs) of text acrosFthe input layer, NETtalk 
produces the corresponding speech. See Figure 3-2 . 
• 
sound 
DECtalk 
phonemes 
.. 
Output Layer 26-nodes 
' ' ' 
80 nodes 
.. \ 
Input layer 203 nodes 
••• 
<- ONCE UPON A TIME THERE WAS_ A WICKED ... · 
,,. 
Figure 3-2 
NETtalk 
The input layer consists of 203 nodes. Each of the 
seven letters is represented by 29 nodes, 26 to 
represent the presence of each letter in the alphabet· 
and three for punctuation and spaces. For each letter, 
one of the 29 nodes is ON. This results in seven of 
the input nodes being ON at any given time. 
The output layer has 26 nodes. These 26 nodes 
,' . I 
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represent the phoneme associated with the fourth 
letter in the input layer (and have nothing to do with 
the 26 letters in the alphabet). The output nodes 
represent features such as voicing, vowel height and 
point of articulation. Any number of output nodes may 
be ON to represent a particular phoneme. 
Notice that a "letter" can be a, space, or a 
punctuation mark, i~ addition to a true letter. This 
results in situations where the middle letter of the 
input layer should produce no phoneme (a pause). This 
situation.also comes about because there is not a one 
to one correspondence between letters and phonemes. 
For these cases a continuation or silence phoneme was 
,. 
produced. 
The hetwork connections were.learned using Back 
Propagation. The network was trained by presenting a 
passage of text. The text was moved letter by letter 
across the input layer. For each seven letter 
presentation, a corresponding phoneme was.produced. A 
weight change was calculated based on the difference 
between the produced phoneme and the ''correct'' 
9 
phoneme (described below). After each word was 
presented, the network connections were modified 
according to the calculated weight change for each 
42 0 
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letter in the word. 1 
The entire passage is repeatedly presented to the 
network. Eventually a set of connections is achieved 
which produces recognizable speech. 
The "correct" phonemes were defined as the sequence of 
phonemes produced by a child when reading the passage. 
One can infer from their paper that a linguist 
transcribed the child's speech into phonemes, and the 
phonemes were then entered into the computer -using the 
,,.,,, 
'·' 
same 26 bit format as NETtalk's output layer. In 
practice, the -pattern produced on the output layer 
rar_ely matched a legi·timate phoneme exactly. In these 
cases, :the pattern was interpreted as the legitimate 
phoneme which it·most closely matched. "Most closely" 
was determined as the legitimate phoneme pattern 
vector which made the smallest angle with the produced 
output pattern vector. If the legitimate phoneme which 
• 
most closely matched the output pattern was the 
·"correct" phoneme, it was referred.to as a "best guess 
• T""\. 
match" rather than an exact match. 
43 
1. It is not clear why the weights were not adjusted 
after the presentation of each letter. For some 
reason the researchers wanted to use a uniform 
set of connection weights for each letter in a word. 
Following the presentation of an entire word, the 
weight change calculated for each letter are 
implemented one by one. 
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A passage of 1024 words was repeatedly presented to , 
the network. The perc·entage of best guess matches rose 
consistently with each presentation and ended at 95% 
after 5000 presentations. The percentage of best guess 
matches rose very quickly at first and then rose at a 
slower rate. The speech was understandable after just 
10 presentations. 
Best guess phonemes which did not match the proper 
,· ·1, 
phoneme were typically phonemes with very similar 
sounds. 
' 
After learning, original passages of text were 
presented to the network. These passages had not 
been presented during the learning session. Still, the 
network was able to produGe the corresponding 
pronunciation. Original passages had lower (but still 
good) percentages of best guess matches. 
NETtalk is a good illustration of the internal 
representations which are fo~med in the hidden nodes 
of a multilayered network. In any language there are 
groupings of letters which typically produce the same 
sound. As NETtalk was being· trained, the 80 hidden 
nodes and their connection weights were learning the 
regularit·ies in the input text which are associated 
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with a particular sound. 
Of course, there are many more than ao·such · 
regularities in the English language. Yet the 80 nodes 
were able to capture a significant portion of the 
regularities in English. Because there are more 
regularities than nodes, one can speculate that each 
node ~ncddes several regularities, or a p~rtion of 
several regularities. In fact, a controlled 
presentation of specific letter groupings shows that 
' 
individual regularities are represented by· 
combinations of hidden nodes, and individual nodes 
participate in the representation of many 
regularities. The hidden nodes are said to form 
distributed representations because each node aids in 
the partial learning of .several regularities. 
The effect of the hidden layer was illustrated by 
rurtning th~ same passage of text through a network 
with no hidden nodes. The percentage of best guess 
matches saturated at 82%. The network with 80 hidden 
nodes achieved a performance of 95%. 
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3.4 Aaaociative Reward~Penalty Learning 
Learning via Back Propagation works on that basis that 
. ' 
each node can determine what it did wrong i.e. the 
error. The error is then used to alter the weight~ in 
such a way that the error on the next iteration· will 
be less. Another layered network.learning scheme 
called Associative Reward-Penalty (AR-P), works by 
simply telling each node if the network operation was 
successful or not. The node uses this feedback to 
alter the weights so that proper network operation is 
more likel~in the next iteration. 
AR-P networks were developed by Andy G Barto arourtJ-
1985 [15]. These networks are based on concepts from 
psychological conditio~ing and game theory. AR-P 
networks are biologically plausible learning models 
because they do not require backward operation _of 
network corrections (learning via Back Propagation 
requires forward and backward operation of network 
connections). Barto showed that network nodes can 
learn to cooperate based on a global reward/penalty 
signal. While AR-P networks represent a creative 
approach to learning, they have not generated much 
interest in the neural network community. 
_AR-P networks are made up of selfish or hedonistic 
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nodes, which alter their weight values in an attempt 
to earn rewards or avoid punishments. The 
reward/penalty signal is the same for all nodes· and is 
concisely referred to as the reinforcement signal . 
. Because all nodes receive the same reinforcement 
. signal, the nodes learn to coopeiate even though each 
k!,' 
node is selfishly motivated. 
Network learning is ba~ed on the following steps: 
An input pattern is presented. This pattern is 
propagated through the network layer by layer 
until the output nodes are updated. Some 
external process determines if the value 
represented .in the output nodes is correct for 
the input pattern provided. If it is correct 
all the nodes in the network receive a reward, 
if it is incorrect all the nodes receive a 
penalty. Now each node in the network adjusts 
the weights on the incoming connections so 
that a reward will be more likely the next 
time this input pattern appears. The method 
used for weight adjustment will be described 
shortly. 
By repeating these steps over and over again with 
various input values the network shoulryield the 
correct response a ·1arge percentage of the time. While 
·this process goes on, each node can be described as 
attempting to increase the likelihood of receiving 
• 0 
reward over the entire period rather than attempting 
to receive reward on any particular iteration. 
0 
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An AR-P node is shown in Figure 3-2. Note that the 
node output is either 1 (ON) or -1 (OFF) and the 
reinforcement signal is 1 for success/reward and -1 
1 
· for failure/punishment. 
Each node's behavior is described by two equations, 
one which describes the node update function and one~ 
which describes the weight changes. The node update· 
function is shown in equation 3.6 and it is the ~ 
extreme case of a binary threshold unit where all 
input patterns produce either a 1 or -1 output. Note 
that each node contains a locally generated random 
number which affects the node update. Because of this 
the ·nodes are des-cribed as stochastic[ 16]. 
:1:'·· 
• 
• 
• 
T1.ft) 
f ·,ft) 
N~(t) 
Figure 3-2 
AR-P Node 
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Oi ( t) • . {3.6} 
where 
-1 if Ii(t)+Ni(t)<•O 
Oi(t) - is the output of node i at time t 
- is the total input of 
at time t, calculated 
T .. (t)O.(t) 
l] J 
node i 
as I 
J 
• 
T .. (t) - is the connection weight from node j 
lJ to node ·i 
- real valued random number 
generated at node i at time t 
The N.(t) term can be thought of as a random threshold 
1 
value. This term is intentionally included to cause 
.some variation in node output. This variation 
facilitates the 9verall network search process. The 
effect of 'th'i s random term can change the output state 
of the node when I. I around In ''fact, if I. lS zero. 
1 l 
equals the node output I randomly determined zero lS 
NI . As the magnitude of I. I the effect increases 
1 1 
decreases. As I. approaches infinity, the random 
1 
of 
component of the node update function disappears·. 
The weight changing function, or learning rule is 
given by equation 3.7. 
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p [Rlt) o1 (t) - E1(t)] Oj(t) if R(t)•l 
tlT .. (t) • 
1 J . 
where 
-
-
t.T .. (t) - is the change in the conne,ction 
lJ weight f·rom node j to node i at t.ime 
t. 
·P 
q 
.J 
R(t) 
E. (t)· 
1 
- is a scalar multiplier.which serves 
as a learning rate and is the same 
for all·node.s. 
- is a scalar multiplier which is used 
as a second learning rate which is 
the same for all nodes, but is only 
used when the reinforcem&nt signal 
is -1 . 
- is the reinforcement signal at time 
t, which is the same for all nodes. 
- is the expectation value of the node 
output ·based on total node input I. 
at time t. E. (t) is calculated as: 1 
1 
Ei(t) = 1/l+e-I(t)/0.5 
The product R(t)O. (t) is "what ·the output should have 
1 
•. 
been". That is, if. R(t) is 1 the actual output is what 
the output should have been. If R(t) is -1 the actual 
output is opposite of what it should have been. 
E,i(t-) is a function based on Ii(t). It is the sigmoid 
function shown in Figure 3-3. E. (t) is called the 
1 
so 
.. 
expectation value, because it is some value 
representing the output that typically appears with 
this value of Ii(t). 
The bracketed term is scaled by p to control the 
magnitude of the weight change.pis typically a value 
like 0.6. In the case of a negative reinforcement, q 
is used to furth~r scale the weight change. q is 
~ 
typically set to a value like 0.01. q is used so that 
the positive and negative reinforcement weight changes 
are not equal. If they were equal the network could 
enter into oscillation where connection weights were 
consistently changed back and forth between two 
values. 
Finally, the bracketed term is multiplied by the 
connected nodes output to obtain the individual 
connection weight changes. If the connected node is. 
ON, the scaled bracketed term represents the weight 
change. If the connected node is OFF, the sign of the 
bracketed term is flipped. Note that all connection 
weights associated with.the node receive the same 
weight change with the exception of sign. 
The bracketed term is -interpreted as [what the node 
output should have been minus what the node output 
51 
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typically is for this input]. This is confusing at 
best, but the operation can be illustrated by looking 
at Figure 3-3 • 
. Figure 3-3 shows the case where Ii is 3, the actual 
·output O(t) is 1 and the reinforcement signal R(t) is 
1. This point is shown as x in the figure. R(t) 
indicates that the actual out~ut resulted in proper 
overall network performance. Realizing that what it 
.did was-correct~ the node alters. the connection 
weights to exaggerate this effect. The bracketed term· 
is [(1)(1)-E(t)]. Notice ·that E(t) is some value 
between O and 1 when the node is ON. Hence the 
bracketed term is a positive value between O and 1. 
Connect·ing nodes which are ON receive a positive 
weight change and conne·cting nodes which are OFF 
receive a negative weight change. These weight changes 
will cause I. to be larger on the next iteration when l . 
·~·· 
the same input pattern is presented. With a larger Ii, 
.,,.-_~ 
~; ij 
it .follows that the node wi 11 very 1 i kely be ON again. 
Hence the effect of the weight change is to cause the 
X to move to the right. As X moves further and further 
to the right the effect of N. decreases. 
1 
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A similar explanation holds for the remaining three 
possibilities where the actual node output is either 1 
or ~1 and the reinforcement is either 1 or -1. 
Ei(t) and Oi(t) 
1 
0 
-~ 0 3 . +~ 
Node Input,· Ii(t) 
The biggest 
Figure 3-3 
AR-P Learning 
problem with AR-P hetworks is the time 
·~equired for learning to take place. The time required 
increases significantly with the addition of each new 
node or layer. It is not surprising to find that AR-P 
networks converge slower than Back Propagation 
networks. In Back Propagation there is .a measure of 
how far off each node is while AR-P provides only an 
.. 
indication of success or fail~re. However, AR-P may be 
less susceptible to local minima because it does not 
rely on gradient descent. 
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The AR-P technique has been shown to work in very 
small networks. While the convergence of the technique· 
has been proven for individual nodes, it has not been 
extended to include networks of nod~s[17]. 
' 
Studies of AR-P networks have typically focused on 
networks of onl~ two or three nodes. The most 
sophisticated study i.nvolved five nodes to achieve a 
multiplexer function. The.network successfully learned 
the function, but it took over 300,000 presentations· 
[ 18 l. 
~--· 
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. 3.5 Coapetitive Learning 
Competitive learning is another approach to learning 
in layered neural ~etworks. In competitive learning 
nodes compete for the chance to respond to particular 
input patterns. This learning technique can be used to 
construct networks which discover notable features in 
the input patterns. 
Competitive learning is a general technique rather 
than a specific network architecture. Aspects of 
competitive learning go back to the very beginning of 
neural network research [19]. Since th~n, it has been 
used in various forms by several researc~ers (9,20]. 
This section presents a general introduction to 
competitive learning without focusing on any 
1: particular implementation. A detailed description can 
be found in [21]. 
In competitive learning the basic layered network is 
' . 
slightly modified. Like most layered networks, an 
input layer prese~ts the input patterns to the 
network. Successive layers in the network are 
connected with purely excitatory weigh.ts leading from 
the input layer toward the output. Within each layer 
nodes are organized into clusters. Each node in. a· 
cluster receives an excitatory connection from every , 
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node in the previous layer. Each node in a cluster has 
inhibitory connections with every other node in the· 
cluster. !~, .. addition, each node in the cluster may 
'\ 
~ have an excitatory connection with itself. These 
inter-cluster node connections are set up so that 
exactly one node ·in the cluster will be ON fo~ any 
particular input pattern. 
One possible network arrangement is shown in Figure 
3-4. Dotted lines are used to show node clusters. The 
network consists of two input nodes, a middle layer 
.consis~fng of two clusters, and a final layer 
consisting-of one clust~r. 
- ~ 
' , 
--
' 
Figure 3-4 
Layered Network with Node Clusters 
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A brief description of how a cluster responds to a 
single input pattern is: 
With the initial presentation of an 
input pattern, all the nodes in a 
cluster begin to respond. As each node 
responds to the input pattern, it is 
also affected by the response of other 
nodes in the cluster. The input pattern 
is not removed until all the nodes in 
the cluster reach an unchanging output 
value. The connections between nodes 
within the cluster are such that one of 
the nodes will be driven to a full ON 
state while all other nodes are driven 
to a full OFF state. The final state 
resulting from the input pattern is one 
node ON and all other nodes OFF. 
This behavior is what inspired the name "competitive 
. lea:r·ning". The nodes in a cluster compete to represent 
·the pattern present in the previous layer. The 
' 
competition ends in a winner-take-all fashion where 
only one node remains ON. 
The output for the entire network is represented by 
the ON node of each cluster. Unlike most layered 
networks the output. is not restricted to the final 
layer of the network. 
Learning occurs when the winning node adjusts the 
incoming connection weights so that it will respond 
even stronger the next time this input pattern is 
presented. Learning only takes place for the winning 
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node in each cluster. The winning node has a limited 
amount of weight which the learning rule distributes 
among the excitatory connections from the previous 
layer. A portion of the weight from each excitatory 
con~ection incoming to the winning node is made 
available for redistribution. This reclaimed weight is 
distributed among the connections associated with ON 
nodes from the previous layer. Following learning the 
·winning node is more likely to respond to patterns 
similar to the input pattern and less likely to 
respond to patterns which are unlik·e the input 
As learning continues, nodes become dedicated 
to input patterns with paiticular sub-patterns or 
tc,·features. Individual nodes in the cluster become 
feature detectors. With a judicious choice_for the 
number of nodes in a cluster, the cluster will detect 
• 
the prominent features in the input patterns. Note 
that the features _detected by the network are not 
known in advance. The detected features are prominent 
features in the input patterns (21]. 
A cluster made up of two nodes can be used to 
distinguish between some binary characteristic of the 
input. For example, if the input pattern represented 
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the appearance of a person, a two node cluster might 
represent the presence of a double chin or a normal 
chin. Clusters made up of X nodes represent the X 
possible values of some other· featu~e. For example,,' 
with several nodes the input patterns could be 
distinguished on the basis of eye color .r/ 
/--, 
Once again it is ~mp~tant to realize that the 
features detected by nodes are not predetermined. The 
detected features are predominantly a function of the 
input patterns. Hence to use competitive learning to 
achieve some desired function,. the network designer 
must know a lot about the .anticipated input patterns . 
This is a starting point to determine the number of 
clusters and the number of nodes in a cluster. A more 
fruitful application of competitive learning is to 
discover what features characterize a particular set 
of input patterns. 
One problem with competitive learning is that 
individual nodes may not respond to any of the inp~t 
, 
patterns enough to win the competit.ion. In this case 
the node would never learn and the end result would b~ 
no contribution -to network behavior. This lack of 
response may be due to a random choice of initial 
· connection weights of that node. This problem could be 
,, 
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·attacked by picking connection weights that predispose 
-, 
certain nodes to certain features, but this may 9#·· 
complicated and it is not desirable if the network is 
·supposed to find. the most notable features by itself. 
Fortunately there is another approac~ to the problem. 
A technique called leaky learning[22], causes learning 
to occur in the losing nodes as well as the winning 
·-node. The. losing .nodes' weights are adjusted using -the 
same approach except the magnitude of the weight 
changes are drastically reduced. This results in the 
losing nodes moving slightly toward the present input. 
' 
·'/) More importantly, it moves the node awaf from the 
current unproductive weight ·values. Eventually each 
losing nodes' weights change to a set of values which 
will .allow it to win with some of the input patterns. 
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' 4. Recurrent Networks 
Recurrent networks do not limit the way in which nodes 
can be connected. It is not uncommon for each node to 
be connected to every other node in a recurrent 
network. Recurrent networks are useful for Pattern 
Recognition, like the layered networks in the pr~vious 
section. Recurrent networks are also useful for 
solving optimization problems. 
4.1 BOPFIELD NETWORKS 
. 
John J Hopfield found that a network with a special 
arrangement of connections, is guaranteed to converge_ 
to a stable state. He found that nodes iri a neural 
network are· analogous to atoms in a lattice structure. 
Drawing on work done with a magnetic material called 
"spin. glass", Hopfield _showed that this specially 
arranged network will stabilize to a state which 
r minimizes a network wide energy function [23]. 
The "special arrangement of connections'' in a Hopfield 
Network is called symmetrical corinections, where the 
weight connecting node A to node Bis equal to the 
weight connecting node B to node A. Nodes also do not 
l, 
have connections to themselves. Mathematically T .. •T .. 
l] Jl 
and T .. =0. 
11 
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Th• nodes interact with each other through the 
conne~tion weights. Each node's output is determined 
_by the output of the nodes which it is connected to. 
The connections are typically very dense, with 
connections between most nodes. The circuit stabili.zes 
when all the nodes find mutually consistent output 
states. 
The processing or computation is performed by all of 
the nodes simultaneou$ly. With a sufficient number of 
nodes, Hopfield Networks can perform their function 
even when individual nodes fail due to hardware 
problems. This- fault tolerant behavior has parallels . 
to true nervous systems, where individual nerve 
failures rarely affect observable behavior. It is also~ 
' 
of great significance to semiconductor fabrication 
where manufacturing yield could be substantially 
increased if occasional defects were acceptable . ·"j 
• 
Stochastic Version 
There are two versions of the Hopfield Netwoxk, each 
with having desirable. features. The first version is 
referred to as a "Stochastic" Hopfield Network because 
"' . -:' 
of the timing used for individual node updates. Each 
node updates at random intervals, independent of 
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updates to ether nodes in the network. This stochastic 
and asynchronous update was motivated by actual 
nervous systems wher~ there are varying time delays 
based on the size and cu-rrent chemical environment of 
each neuron[23]. 
· Each node updates based on the total· input from other 
nodes. If the total input is greater than some 
threshold,· the node's stat~ is ON or 1. If the total 
input is less than the threshold, the node's state is 
OFF or 0. Each node connected to the current node 
contributes the product of it's state and the 
..., 
connecting weight to fhe current node input. The total 
input is calculated as the summation of this produ~t 
for all nodes connected to the current node plus two 
other terms, a separate node input and the node 
threshold level. The total node input is calculated. 
as: 
where 
• 
Input. = t T .. v. + I. - u. 
1 l] J 1 1 { 4 . 1 } 
I 
J 
.. 
Inpu~i - total input of node i 
T . . lJ - weight connectin9 node j to node i, note that T .. =T .. , and·T .. =0 
lJ Jl 11 
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- output or state of node j 
- ·externally applied input current· 
of node i (typically 0) 
• 
u1 - threshold level of node 
i, usually O 
Note that the symbols used are based on the electrical 
quantities which represent output states, connections, 
etc in a hardware implementation of the network. V -
voltage, I - current/amperage, T - conductance. 
The node output state is derived from the node input 
.as 
~ 
\ 
1 if Input.>0 l 
v. 
-
0 if Input.<0 { 4. 2} 
l . l 
v. if Input.=0 
l l 
Graphically the output is a step function of the input 
as shown in Figure 4-1. 
J 
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Figure 4-1 
Stochastic· Input/Output Function 
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The nodes are referred to as ''binary threshold units" 
because the node state is either 1 or 0, and that 
state is determined by the relative values of the node 
input and threshold. 
The key feature of Hopfield Networks is that the nodes 
act independently while the overall network behavior 
acts to minimize a network wide energy function. The 
energy function is minimized without the use of global· 
supervision or coordination. The network en·ergy is 
calculated as ( 
E • -1/2 E t T .. v.v. - EI.V. + tu.v. 
lJ 1 J 1 1 1 1 
• • 
1 J • 1- • 1 
The factor of one half is included because.the double 
summation includes the ~ffect of symmetry, T. . • T ..• lJ Jl 
The following explains why a 8opfield Network 
minimizes the energy. 
The change in network energy due to a change in a 
single node output 6V., can be derived from equation 
1 . 
4,3 as 
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6E • -ITijVj6Vi - I 16Vi + u16Vi 
j 
' 
factoring out -1 and 6Vi yields 
6E • -[ IT .. v.+1.-u. ] 6V. 
l] J 1 l l 
{ 4 • 4.} 
• J 
·The bracketed term in equation 4.4 is the same as .·the 
node input defined in equation 4.1. 6Vi is the 
d ·i ff e re n c e i n V . 
1 
(as calculated in equation 4.2) 
before and after a node upda.te. 6Vi can be 
!(transition from O to.1), -1 (transition from 1 to 0) 
or O(no change in output). If the bracketed term is 
positive, .6Vi is either 1 or 0. Likewise if the 
bracketed term is negative, 6Vi is either O or -1. 
Hence the change in network energy resulti_ng from each 
node update is always negative or zero. 
Given that the network energy is always decreasing and 
that the network energy is bounded by some finite 
vaiue, it follows ·that the netwo·rk will stabilize at 
some locally minimal value of energy. The energy 
function is referred to as a Liapunov function because 
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of this minimizing behavior[24]. 
The "energy surface" defined by the ·energy function is 
shaped by the network connections, node input currents 
and node thresholds. Networks typically have several 
minima and may have very· contort~d sur.faces. The 
network's current position on the energy surface is 
defined by the node outputs and the position moves as 
the nodes change state. 
Applications of Hopfield Net~orks depend on the 
network stabilizing at a local minimum of the 
energy surface. The stable network state (as defined 
by the stable state of each node in the network) is 
·interpreted as a data structure similar to the bits in 
conventional computer memory. The applications are 
programmed onto the network by specifying the network 
connections (i.e. the energy surface) and the initial 
• 
network state (i.e. the initial position on the energy 
surface). 
There are various methods used to determine the values 
for the connections. Two of these methods are 
discussed in this thesis, see sections 5.1 and 5.2. 
The connections must be specified by the user ·because 
Hopfield networks are not capable of learning. 
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The energy surface around the minima is important to 
practical network applications. The energy surface 
should be smooth and gradual near the minimum so that 
initial states near the minimum are drawn into the • 
minimum as the network stabilizes. How to control the 
contours of the ene_rgy surfa~e is a key problem of 
Hopfield networks. 
An example of a Hopfi·eld Ne_t.work application is 
Content Addressable Memory (CAM). The idea is based on· 
a common human experience where a desired memory is 
recalled ·by t-hinking about some related memory. For 
example, to remember a person's name it is often 
helpful to concentrate on what he. looks like, where he 
works, or where you meet him. In general, memories are 
retrieved by content rather than addressing some 
location where the memory resides. This conc~pt is 
also referred to as Associative Memory. 
To use a Hopfield Network as CAM, several "memories" 
. 
are stored in the network by picking connection 
weights which locate these memories at minima on the 
energy surface. Each memory is defined as a binary 
·string which should correspond to stable states of the 
network nodes. To recall a complete m~moty from some 
subset of that memory, the subset of the memory is 
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"clamped" onto the appropriate network nodes. 
· network runs the c·lamped nodes do·not update, but the 
q 
. 
remaining nodes update ~o move the network to the 
nearest memo~y. When the network has stabilized the 
node states should correspond to the binary string of 
the G stored memory which. is closest to the specified 
. ' 
subset. 
Additional ·details regarding CAM can be found in 
section 5.1, where it is shown how a software· 
simulation of a Hopfie.ld Network can be used· to 
implement CAM. It also presents findings from 
experimentation with the simulation. 
Continuous Version 
• 
Hopfield developed a second version of his network ~ 
which was~aimed at actual hardware implementation 
us·ing electronic components. The Stocha~tic version 
existed only as a prog!am which simulated the network. 
For reasons which will be explained shortly the second 
version is referred to as a "Continuous" Hopfield 
Network. Hopfield showed that the-Continuous and 
Stochastic versions share the same minimizing behavior 
(25]. 
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The Continuous network is very similar to ·the 
Stochastic version, with two differences. First, in 
the Continuous version n~de output states may assume 
any value on the continuous interval between 1 and 0, 
where the Stochastic version allows output states of 
only 1 and 0. Second, all nodes tipdate continuously as 
opposed to the Stochastic version where nodes update 
at random time intervals. 
Allowing node outputs to vary between 1 and O is due 
. 
to the continuous gain functions of. the electronic 
amplifiers which were proposed. to implement the nodes. 
These amplifiers have steep gain functions. As shown 
in Figure 4-2, these steep gain fun~tions approach the 
/ 
step function behavior .of the Stochastic version. It 
is interesting to note that the node outputs vary 
between 1 and O while the network is stabilizing, but 
the final stable output should _be very close to either 
1 or 0. This is a natural consequence of the network 
dina~ics and is necessary to interpret the final s-tate 
as some form of binary data. 
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Comparison of Continuous(solid) and 
Stochastic(dotted) Input/Output Functions 
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The node output state is always a function of the 
, 
) 
current node input. Nodes continuously update their 
output based on the inputs. Further, all nodes use the 
same update function and take the same amount of time 
. 
to 'execute' the update function. This· is also a 
result of the hardware implementation where the node 
is basically a passive circuit which operates 
continuously rather than sampling the inputs at 
. 
-discrete time intervals. Because the nodes update 
continuously and at the same rate, the network is said 
to be synchronous. 
:,. 
• 
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Applications of the Continuous version also rely on 
the ~inimizing behavior of network. The Continuous 
version has been applied to.several optimization 
problems where the stable minimum corresponds to the 
•.. 
optimized solution to the problem. In section 5.2, the 
Traveling Salesman ·pr·oblem is solved using a 
Continuous Hopfield Network. This section also 
presents the circuitry and mathematical basis for 
the Continuous Hopfield Network. 
To completely optimize a· problem the network must 
settle into the global minimum of the energy surface. 
Unfortunately, Hopfield networks can not be guaranteed 
to stabilize at the global minimum. As shown above, 
every node update decreaJes the energy function· 
leaving the·net~ork no way to climb out of local 
minima. The Boltzmann Machine, a varia.tion of the 
Hopfield Network, was developed to avoid local minima . 
• 
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4.2 Boltzaann Machine 
• 
A Boltzmann Machine is a modified version of the 
• 
Hopfield network, which is designed to find the global 
minimum of the Hopfield energy function. In addition 
the Boltzmann Machine is capable of learning. When 
repeatedly trained at a given task,. the network can 
-~ 
ind~pendently determine ·the proper set of connection 
weights for performing .that task. 
The Boltzmann Machine was developed in the early 1980s 
by Geoffrey E. Hinton and Terrence J. Sejnowski 
. [26,27]. Another approach to n~ural networks, called 
Harmony Theory, is based on essentially the same 
principles and was developed about the same time by 
Paul Smolensky[~8]. Smolensky's network maximizes the 
"harmony"between the network nodes,, while the 
Boltzmann Machine minimizes the network energy. The 
same relaxation search is the basis of both networks. 
Fi·nding the Glob.al Minimum 
The main architectural dif.ference between a Hopfield 
Network and a Boltzmann Machine is the node update 
, 
function. In a Boltzmann Machine the node outputs 
never stabilize to one value. Instead, each node 
·' 
~ output stabilizes at a point where the probability of 
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being. ON is fixed. Because the node output is 
·probabilistic (rather than deterministic) the nodes 
. . 
can occasionally change the·ir outputs in a way which· 
increases ·the Hopfield energy function. These 
,, 
· occasional uphill moves on the energy su.rface is one 
of the features which allows the.Boltzmann Machine to 
avoid local minima. The node update function is 
{4.5} 
and 
I.• t T.".V. 
1 1 J J 
{4.6} 
j 
where 
P. • the .probability of node ' being ON - 1S 1 l· 
I. • the total node input of node ' - 1S 1 1 
T -4/,giobal network temperature 
/ 
TI . weight connecting node • to node • - J 1 l] 
v. output value of node • - ]· J 
The node output is a probabilistic function of the 
· total node input and the global network. temperature. 
The effect of total node input and temper·ature on node· 
output is illustrated in Figure 4-3, which is 
di·scussed below. 
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The T term in equation 4.5 is called temperature 
because it affects the network in the same- fashion as. 
heat affects the internal structure of· a metal. To 
crystallize a metal into the lowest energy state, the 
metal is heated and gradually cooled in a process 
known as annealing. Temperature i·s used in the 
Boltzmann Machine to allow the ne·twork to avoid local 
energy minima. The temperature starts at a relatively 
large value and.is ~radually dec~eased as the network 
,.,,,-.. 
runs. This te.chnique is· called simulated annealing 
.because of the similarity to annealing with metals. 
P(Vi•l) 
1 ----· ___ ,:___·~,-.~ ... 
0.5 
0 
0 
Node Input, Ii 
Figure -4_3· 
Boltzmann Machine Node Update Function 
Probability of Vi=l 
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Studying Figure 4-3 brings out some important aspects 
of the Boltz~ann Machi~e. For high temperature the 
I 
probability of the riode output being ON approaches 
0.5, or essentially random behavior. This random· 
. 
behavior at high temperatures· can be thought of as a 
"thermal energy" which causes the network state to 
bounce around on the Hopfield energy surface with 
little regard to the surface contour. As the 
temperature decreases, the update function approaches 
a Step Function where the node output is ON with a 
probability of 1 or 0. At any fixed temperature the 
network will stabilize to a point where .the node 
output has a set p_robability bf being ON. 
The Boltzmann Machine achieves the global minimum 
using a combination of two related mechanisms. The 
first mechanism occurs at fixed temperatures and the 
. 
second occurs as the temperature is _de~reased. An 
intuitive description of these mechanisms follow,. 
The first mechanism is a result of the .node outputs 
being probabilistic at a fixed temperature.· With 
simulated annealing the temperature doesn't reach 
zero. The temperature stops decreasing at some 
relatively. low value. Even at the final low 
temperature, the probability of a node output being ON 
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is less ·than one. Therefore, individual node outputs 
. . 
can change in a way which i-ncreases the total· network 
energy. These occasional upward steps on the energy 
surface provtde the -first mechanism to escape local 
. ·, 
energy m1n1ma. 
. Second, the process of g~adually decreasing the 
,. 
temperature has an effect of moving the network state. 
towards the global minimum. At a given temperature the 
netwo-rk state can bounce out of minima· where the 
Hopfield energy is less than ·the .thermal ener·gy. As 
the temperature decreases a point is achieved where 
the network ·state· can still bounce out of all local 
minima, but cannot bounce out of the global minimum. 
Hence.by decreas-ing the temperature slowly, the 
chances of ending up in the global minimum are very 
good. 
The Boltzmann Machine's ability to find the global 
minimum makes it sbperior to the Hopfield network for 
optimization problems. The Boltzmann Machine has been 
· used successfully for aspects of vision and speech 
recognition[29,30]. In these applications, a large 
number of constraints ·are stored in the connection 
-weights. The network is then started with node output 
values r~presenting the visual or auditbry pattern to 
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be ·interpreted. The n~twork runs from the initial 
. . . ' 
state to a final state which violates the least numbei 
of these constraints. The final state therefore 
represents the optimal interpretation of the inptit 
pattern. 
Of course Boltzmann Machines are not very useful for 
applications which make u·se of all the minima on· the 
energy surface. When a Hopfield-Network is used as 
Content Addressable-Memory the ability of the network 
to move into the nea~est energy minimum was desirable. 
In the next section on Boltzmann Learningr we will see· 
how a Boltzmann Machine can b~ used to implement a 
Pattern ·Associator. A Pattern Associator performs a 
subset ,of the tasks which can be performed with 
Content Addressable Memory. 
Boltzmann Learning 
Learning in Boltzmann machines illustrates two 
capabilities of neural networks. First, neural 
• 
networks can learn how to' manipulate their connections 
to perform some task if they are trained repeatedly. 
This is essential, because the number of possible 
connection patterns is incredibly large, and some 
method is needed to determine the correct set of 
connections. Second, neural networks can use hidden 
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. nodes to form internal representations. For example, a 
.\ 
hidden node can capture some subtle regularity in a 
set of input patterns. ·Exactly what ·each hidden node 
..•• " 
' 
repre·s~nts is at the. discretion ·of -the learning .. rule. 
As Boltzmann Learning is described these two 
· capabilities will become clearer. • 
I 
l ,' 
From equations 4.5 and 4.6 we can see that individual 
.~node outputs .ate a f~n~tion of the connection weights. 
It follows that the total network state is also a 
function of the connection weights: Therefore, the 
-6 
likelihood of certain ·network states can be controlled 
by manipula·ting the connection weights. 
I 
In Boltzmann Learning the network nodes are divided 
into input nodes, output nodes and hidden nodes. One 
thing to be learned is Pattern Association. A pattern 
is .presented to the input nodes. In response to this 
input pattern the network ·should generate an 
associated output pattern on the output nodes. A 
_series of input patterns is associated with a 
corresponding series of outpu·t patterns by repeating 
the following three phases until. satisfacto~y results 
are achieved. 
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The first phase is ·called the positive phase because 
(, . 
the network is told ·w~at output pattern.should be 
. 
associated with··each input pattern. The following 
steps are per~ormed for each pair of inpµt/output 
patt·erns. 
The input and output· nodes are ".clamped" to their 
" proper values, 
their output,.. 
• • 1. e. , they are not allo,wed to update· 
The network is annealed by gradually decreasing the 
temperature to some nonzero value. 
After all nodes have stabilized (the probability of 
being ON is unchanging), the· network runs for an 
additional period. During this peri~d each node 
calculates a number for each connection that inputs to 
that node. The number calculated is how often the two 
nodes it connects are both ON. 
. f 
When these steps have been completed for each 
input/output pattern pair, a value p+ is calculated 
for each connection. p+ is the fraction of time that 
the two nodes joined by the connection are both ON 
throughout the positive phase. 
a1· 
.,,· 
.,.. 
" 
·•,! 
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The second phase is called the negative phase. It is 
the same as the-, first phase except that only the· input 
nodes· are clamped. The network is annealed for each of 
the inptit/output pattern pairs and at the end of the 
phase a value p- is caiculated~ p- is defined the same· 
asp+ ~xcept it is··based on pe.rf6~mance during··the 
negative. phase. 
·/ 
.!' . 
.. 
The third phase is the weight adjustment phase. In 
this phase the weight of each. connection is~_adjusted 
, 
··+ -
by the difference between p and p. The weight change 
is scaled by using a learning rate multiplier n. Note 
. 
that p+ and .p- constitute information which is ·locally 
available at each node. The weight change .for each 
connectibn is calculated as 
J 
tlT. I = t)(p .. + - p .. -). 
l] l] l] 
{ 4. 7} 
The three.phases are repeated until the desired output 
patterns appear during the negative phase .. At thij 
priint p+ and p- for each connection will be the same 
and ~T .. will be zero. l) 
When the learning is complete the network can be used 
to recall the output pattern which corresponds to the 
pattern currently presented on the input nodes. Hence, 
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• 
the network has learned the proper set of connectiohs 
to .associate the input patterns to the ou~put 
patterns.· . 
• 
Saying it another way, the network remembers.what 
ciutput patterns-go ~ith whith ·1n~ut patterns. This 
··''remembering'' means that an internal representatio~ · 
has been formed ·in the network connections which 
relates .the input/o~tput pattern .pairs. 
' 
' 
The hidden nodes now represent some general 
relationship which exists among the input/output 
pattern pairs. By studying the input/output • pairs you r~ 
may find that the final state of a particular_ hidden 
node • ON with a probability of 0.9 when the third, lS 
fifth and sixth nodes of the input pattern are ON. Or 
you may not be able to determine what a particular 
.hidden node represents because it is some subtle 
essence of the regularities in the·patterns. 
Note that all of the input/output pattern pairs are 
stored in the connections simultaneously. All of the 
pattern associations~have been stored at the same 
minimum on the energy surface because simulated 
annealing finds the global minimum. Therefore there 
exist several network states which yield very close to 
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the ·Same energy value. 
A mathem~t·ical proof_6f why the learning proc~•s works 
· is presented in (27]. Veiy basically, a functlon 
called the information-theoretic measure is used to ~ 
determine how well the networks connections are 
performing the· task whi_ch they are_ attempting to 
learn. By taking the partial derivative of this. 
ftinction with re~pect to each of the_connectiqn 
,weig~ts, an equation proportional to equation 4~7 is 
' 
derived. L~arning takes place by using gradient 
descent to redtice the difference between actual'and 
desired network operati6n. 
There are a number of unanswered questions associated 
with Boltzmann learning. How is the number of.hidden 
nodes determined? What temperatures are used in the 
annealing process and how slowly _do they decrease? How 
• 
long is_ t·he network run to collect .information in each 
phase? In addition to these questions there is the 
practical problem of time. Boltzmann learning takes 
many iterations of the three phases. Simulating the 
network on a digital computer creates an additional 
time burden. 
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Hardware Consid.erations 
~ The Boltzmann Machine exists· only as a software 
·simulation. However, i·t .is i.n·te.rest_ing. to consider .t\ow ·. 
it might be implemented in hardware. Several 
difficulties come to mind: l)how to implement the 
. . 
global network· tempe·rature, 2) how. to -inte rpre_t the 
·final output state and 3) how to implement weight. 
modification. 
The global temperature and rate of temperature change 
are the same for all network nodes. Hence the 
temperature must somehow be communicated to all nodes 
in the network. Remember that nodes must perform their 
update function with only locally available 
information. ·This could be accomplished by using an 
additional connection to each node which is tied to 
some device which controls temperature. This is, to 
some extent a violation of neural. networks having no 
global supervision or coordi~ation. A second method 
would be to store a schedule of the desired 
temperatures in each node's local memory. In this way 
I) 
the temperature changes become part of ·each nodes 
# 
update function and it.is coincidental that all nodes 
have the same temperature schedule. 
'~ 
.. 
- ~,. 
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Detfrmining the final state of the network will not be 
easy be~ause the node outputs are ptobabilistic. If 
·-individual node outputs.were made visible by tising ON 
OFF lamps, it is not lik_ely that the final netwoik 
state could be interpreted simply by looking at lamps. 
There are two alternatives. One is to .sample the 
outputs for a given time -period and then calculate the 
fraction of the time which t·he node is o·N. This could 
be implemented as part of the node update function. 
The second is to treat the probability, P. as the true 
. 
1 
node output, with the ON OFF output as a necessary but 
intermediate result. 
With any neural network it is diffi·cult to see how 
weight modification could be achieved without the. 
nodes being ~ittle digital computers. If the nodes are 
little computers, then the weights are simply numbers 
stored in local memory and the connections are just 
static c6mmunication links. In this case the node is 
/ 
free to alter the weights as determined by the 
learning rule. If the nodes are implemented as simple 
'· 
circuits and the connection weights as-resistors, 
"si 
there· doesn't appear to be any practical way for the 
nodes to alter the resistance. 
.. 
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5. Iapl·eaen-tations Using eopfield~ Networks. 
In this portion of the thesis the computa.tional 
. 
capabilities of neural net~orks are illustrated. Two 
networks are impleme~ted using.software simulation • 
The first implementation uses a Stochastic· Hopfield' 
Network to implement Content Addressable Memory. The· 
' . . 
!' 
second implementation solves the Traveling ~alesman 
. 
Problem using a Contin~ous Hopfield Network. This 
portion of the th~sis assumes the reader is familiar 
.with ·the· basics of Hopfield Networks which was 
presented in section 4.1~ 
Both implementations·were w·ritten in PASCAL on a VAX 
computer under the VMS operating system. 
5.1 Content Addressable Memory 
Content Addressable Memory (CAM) is a phenomenon which 
··~--· ··- ~ 
most people experience regularly. Humans seem to 
recall memories·on the basis of content rather than 
physical location[31]. There has been a significant 
amount of interest in how this phenomenon can be 
implemented in computers[32). 
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A complete memory is recalled by knowing some·subset 
. 
. . 
. 
of that me~ory. tor-example, if y6u're trying to 
. . 
~emembei ~ phone number it helps to think about a 
known portion· of the number. Say you are trying to 
-recall 215-282-3868· a·nd you know that the last three 
digits are 868. Concentrating on the 868 helps .you to 
recall. the fu-11 phone· number. This concept· was 
V 
introduced in 4.1. 
An additional feature of CAM is tha·t the known portion 
does not have to be perfectly correct. For e~ample, if 
you thoug·ht the number ended in 768 you would probably 
still be able to recall the full number correctly. 
Thus, CAM is error tolerant to some extent. 
This portion of the thesis shows how CAM can be 
i·mplemented using a Stochastic Hopfield Network. CAM 
is implemented using a program which simulates the 
Hopfield network. In particular, the network is used 
to store and recall telephone numbers. The network 
recalls a complete telephone number when presented 
with a subset of a stored number. 
I 
'. 
The network works by·storing phone numbers at minima 
of the Hopfield energy function. Two versions of~CAM 
were deve-loped for comparison purposes. 
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Figure 5-1 shows a·typi~al interattive session with 
. . 
the program. The program queries .the· user- for the 
phone numbers which the network should r~member. The 
phone numbers are converted into bi·nary s~rings·. The 
binary strings are st6red in the·netwotk connections 
so that each ph9ne nu~b~r resides at a local energy 
minimum of the Hopfield Network. All of the phone 
numbers are stored in .the network connections by 
., 
picking connection weights .using a formula to be 
presented sh~rtly. 
Next the user_provides a phqne numbe·r, where the· known 
·~dig~ts are specified and the unknown digits are 
entered as *s. This represent·s the porti~n of the 
phone number which the user can remember. It ·is 
referred to as the "key" which is used to recall the 
entire phone number .. The key is converted to a binary 
• 
string. Next the binary string is loaded into the 
network by setting the node outputs which correspond 
to the known digits of the key. Nodes corresp6nding to 
unknown digits are randomly set to 1 or 0. 
The network simulation runs until the network 
stabilizes. The node update rule is si~ply: turn the 
node ON if the summation of inputs is greater than 
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zero ·and turn the node OFF if the summation of inputsr 
is less th~n· z~ro .. 
. . 
Individual nodes. are upda.te·d in a stochastic manner .. 
When a node updates, it waits a random number of 
iterations.before it updates again. The r~ndom .. number 
is either 1, 2, or 3 and the mean update time for·each 
node is 2 when calculated over a large number. of 
iterations. 
When the network has stabilized the nodal outputs are 
. converted to a phone number and the recalled number is 
reported to the user. 
Enter· numbers to be sto.ted, end with a $: 
215 282 3838 
498 444 1212 
899 498 3649 
421 773 5221 
$ 
. 
Enter a portion of the number you wish to 
recall, 
**9 49* **49 
The number is 899 498 3694 
Figure 5-1 
Typical Interactive Session with CAM Simulation 
Additional Details 
Two forms of binary_ conversion were used to convert 
the phone numbers into binary strings. This resulted 
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in two networks which were the same in all respects 
.except binary conversion. 
·The first version converts each digit of the phone 
. . 
number from·de~imal to·binary. For example., a 9 would: 
be 1001. This binary for.mat is called Bina·ry Coded 
Decimal or BCD. A ten dig~t phone number converts to a 
.. . 
40 digit binary string. A network made up of 40 nodes 
stores the phone numbers. 
. I 
The second version conve·rts each di~it of the· phone 
number into a 20 digit binary string. Bits are set in 
• 
the binary string based on what positions in a 4 by 5 
grid are occupied by the decimal digit. For· example a 
r . 
-
1 would be 
where 
• II 
• # 
• • 
• • 
• # 
"#" 
" " • 
# • 
# • 
# • 
# • 
# # 
is occupied, and 
is empty . 
going from left to right and top to bottom yields 
"0010 0110 0010 0010 0111" 
This form of binary conversion is referred to as 
Graphic Digitizing or GD. A ten digit phone number 
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converts to a 200 digit binary string, which is ate.red 
-~\,. 
in a network with 200 nodes~ 
Given the_phone numbets as binary strings, they ~an be 
' 
. . 
remembered by storing them in the n-etwork connection 
·, 
weights. Connection weights are determined -from the 
binary· strings as follows (33): 
1) ·Store· one phone number in the nodes.- by 
turning the nodes corresponding to ones ON ~nd 
'(7 .the nodes car.responding to zeros OFF. 
\ ' 
·2)_ If two nodes are both ON they ~hould be 
connected by positive we-ights (+1). If two 
nodes are both OFF they should be connected by 
positive weights (+1). If two nodes are 
different (one ON and one OFF) they should be 
connected with negative weights (-1). Remember 
that there are two connections between any· 
pair of nodes A and B, one from A to Band one 
from B to A. 
3) Steps 1 and 2 are repeated for each phone· 
number to be stored. For each phone number, we 
have a list of connection weights which would 
store just that phone number. 
4) The connection weights for all phone 
numbers (as found in step 2) are simply added 
together to get the final network connection 
weights which store all phone numbers 
simultaneously. 
This verbal description is impl·emented in the program 
using the following formula. 
where 
T .. 
l] 
T . . 
l] 
= t(2Vik~l)(2Vjk~l) 
k 
- connection weight from node i to node 
• J • 
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k - goes frQm 1 to the numbe·r of phone 
numbers to be stored. 
Vik the ith bit 
• the binary string of the 
-
1n 
kth phone number 
. . 
,.Vjk the jth bit • the bina·ry string of the - 1n 
kth phone number 
By definition, connections from a node to itself are 
not allowed. This type· of connection. could result in a 
network whith doesn't stabilize. If a node had a 
negative connection -weight to itself, the effect of 
that weight would be to change the node output on 
every node update. 
The user. sp·eci_fied key is converted into a binary 
string _using the same methods presented above except 
unknown digits are randomly converted into 4 digit 
strings for BCD and 20 digit strings for GD. 
When the network simulation runs, the nodes 
corresponding to known portions of the key are 
"clamped" (not allowed to update) for the first few 
iterations. This allows t·hem to influence the states 
of other nodes, before the random nodes can cause them 
' 
' 
to cnange state. They are not clamped per'manently 
because the "known" portions of the phone number may 
be inadvertently wrong. You thought the number ended 
, in 768, but it actually ended in 868. Hence the 
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clamping is released after the first few iterations 
and the effect of all nodes can cause the "known" 
nodes to change. d 
While the known nodes are clamped, the rtetwork moves 
toward the nearest energy minimu~ but may not be AT 
the minimum due to errors in the ''known'' portion of r 
, thi phone number. When the clamped nodes are released 
the network can move the remaining distance so that it 
is AT the minimu-. 
The net~ork energy is talculated after each iferation 
based on equation 4.3 This is opti~nally reported to 
the user based on debug flags in the program. 
The network has stabilized when no node has· changed 
state for several iterations. Several iter~tions are 
n~cessary because the nodes update raridomly every few 
• 
iterations. There may be iterations where none of the 
nodes change state but this does not imply the network 
is stabilized. 
When converting the stabilized network back to a·phCNle 
" 
number the binary conversion method is used in .. .:., 
reverse.· There is the possibility that the resulting 
node outputs·will not convert back to a decimal digi~. 
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ror example, with BCD, 1100. doesn't convert to a digit 
between O and 9. If this occurs the simulation program 
reports the digit as unknown. 
• 
In the GD version, the stable node outputs are not· 
converted back to decimal but are simply printed out 
. since th.ey have an obv·i_ous visual _interpretation. · 
Typical output is shown in Figure s~2, where ON nodes 
are shown as* and OFF nodes are shown as spaces. 
Performing the binary conversion in reverse is more 
likely to result in invalid digits with GD than BCD. 
' ' 
This is because there are more combinations of 20 bits 
(which must convert to O through 9) ·than there are of 
4 bits. , 
**· 
* * 
•• 
** 
**** 
* 
* 
** 
* 
** 
* 
** 
** ** ** *** 
* * * * * * * 
----
* * ** *** 
** * * * * * 
**** ** ** ** 
Figure 5-2 282-3868 
Recalled Phone Number 
* 
** 
* 
** 
* 
** 
As Reported to User In GD Version 
() 
'* 
* 
(Area code ommited due to limited space) 
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Studies/Results/Findings 
A number of areas were investigate4·to examine the Q 
performance of the networks. Note that caution must be 
exercised because the results may. be a function of the 
. ) 
actual numbers studied rather than a function of the 
networks themselves. 
1. General Recall Abili·ty 
' 
With the following three phone number~·stored in each 
of the two networks, attempts were ~ade to recall the 
I 
numbers. 
number 1: 123-456-7890 
number 2: 234-567-8901 
number 3: 345-678-9012 
. ~ 
. Note that the digit in reach position of the three 
numbers is unique. This means that any key with a 
. . 
. I 
single digit specified Will uniquely specify at most 
one of these three numbers. 
With one digit in the key specified, 15 attempts were 
made to recall the phone number (five attempts for 
each of the three stored numbers).· After the 15 recall 
attempts, the percentage of successf~l recall attempts 
and the average number of iterations for successful 
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recalls were calculated. This was repeated for two, 
three and four digits specified in the key. 
The same process was repeated a second time, except 
one of the digits in the key was int~ntionally wrong. 
Table 5-1 and 5-2· summarize~ the performance of the 
two networks. More extensive raw data are shown in 
Tables 5-5 and 5-6 at the end of this section. 
Number 
of 
Digits 
in Key 
----- GD Network-----
% of Recall 
Attempts 
which were 
Successful 
Average 
Number of 
Iterations 
---- BCD Network 
% of Recall 
-----
.Attempts 
which were 
Successful 
Average 
.Number of 
Iterations 
------ ----------- ---------- ---------~- ----------
1 
2 
3 
4 
4 0 -~ 
86 
93 
86 
3 
3 .-6 
3 
3 
0 
0 
13 
20 
-
-
3 
3 
---------------------------------------------------------
Number 
of 
Digits 
i·n Key 
Table 5-1 
Network Performance with 
Three Numbers Stored and 
Correct Digits Specified in Key 
----- GD Networ.k 
% of Recall 
-----
----·BCD Network-----
Attempts 
which were 
Successful 
Average 
Number of 
Iterations 
% of Recall 
Attempts 
which were 
Successful 
Average 
Number of 
Iterations 
------ ------------- ----------- ----------- ----------
2 
3 
4 
66 
73 
80 
4 
4 
4 
0 
0 
13 
-
-
4 
--------------------..-.·---------------------.-,-----------~-
Table 5-2 
Network Performance with 
Three Numbers Stored and 
One Error Digit Specified in Key 
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' 
The GD network was able to recall the desired phone 
number by specifying at least two digits in the key. 
~hen one of the digits in the key was in error 
performance dropped, with three or four digits needed 
in the __ key. 
' 
The BCD network did not reliably recall the stored 
·phone numbers. One reason for the poor performance can 
be observed in Tables 5-5 and 5-6. The successful 
reca·lls have final energies in the. range of -95 to 
-99, while the failed recalls have final energies in 
the range of -320 to -370. The failures tonverged to 
extraneous minima which are ·_significantly dee~er th~n 
the minima asso·ciated with the stored phone numbers. 
The source of these extraneous minima is not known. It 
would be beneficial to develop a storage algorithm 
which insures that only the intended minima exist. 
For both networks an additional iteration was needed 
when an error existed in the key. 
''" 
The ~uperior performance of the GD network is· 
partially due to the larger number of nodes (300 vs 
40) and connections (39,800 vs 1560). Self consistent 
states are a function of nodes and connection weights. 
The more of these you have the m~re self consistent 
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the stable states will be. There may be an upper limit 
to this rule, but it holds in the cases studied. 
, I 
Tables 5-1 and 5-2 show that both networks. stabilize 
very quickly.· By observing the network dynamics I 
found that all nodes move to their final state on the 
first .node update ( note that this is ·not. necessarily 
the correct final .state)~ The networks con~erge in 
. . 
three or four iterations because that is how long it 
takes to update all the nodes at least once. If every 
·node updated every iteration the networks would 
','Ii..~. 
'·1-~t)~\V) 
stabilize more quickly. 
Tables 5-5 and 5-6 show that the networks' ability to 
recall the desired phone number was slightly affected 
by the position of the known digits in the key. With 
the GD network two digits is generally sufficient to 
recall the desired phone number, but_·there is some 
• 
dependency on the position of the two digits. 
I qualitatively observed that unsuccessful· recalls 
were typically wrong in many bit positions. This 
indicates that the network stabilized to an extraneous 
J~ 
minimum on the energy surface. Errors in only one or 
two bit positions would mean that an intended minimum 
·• 
and an extraneous minimum were located very close 
99 
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together, or the network had not settled to the 
absolute ·bottom of the minimum. 
Occasionally the GD network expe.riences a blatant 
• 
error were the wrong stored phone number is retrieved. 
See Tables 5-5 and 5-6 under Error. This may be due to 
irregularities in the energy.surface, or an unlucky 
·choice for the randomly selected initial states of 
nodes not specified in the key. 
2. No d~git~ in k~y (all *s) and 
no correct digits in ke.y 
The ~D network had a incredible capabiliti for dealing 
with err6rs in the input or no known digits in the 
·input.See Table 5-3. The network was able to solve 
with as many as 5 -erroneous digits iri the input (with 
one phone number stored in the network). 
The BCD network performed very poorly under trre same 
circumstances, Notice that the BCD network ended in 
states which did not correspond to digits 1 to 9. In 
these cases a hexadecimal digit is shown. 
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Number Stored Recall Key 
GD Network 
Number 
Recalled 
BCD Network 
Number 
Recalled 
_____________
 ,_ ------------- _
 __._..,________ ----~------·-
215-282-3868- ***-***-**** 215-282-3868 DEA-D7D-C797 
215-282-3868 1*3-**6-78** 215-282-3868 0!A-D7D-C797 
·215~282-3868 000-***-**** 215-282-3868 DEA-D7D-C797 
Table 5-3 
Comparison·of GD and BCD Networks 
when using an extremely poor key 
3 .. Recall of Bitwise Complement 
. 
Notice in Table 5-3 that the BCD network recalled the 
·bitwise complement of the stored phone n~mber. This 
was a common observation for both networks when 
unsuccessful recalls occurred. This makes sense 
considering the w~y the phone numbers were originally 
stored in the connections. Recall that nodes with the 
same desired output wer~ connected with positive 
weights and nodes .with different outputs were 
connected ·with negative weights. Once a sufficient 
number of nodes are opposite their desired state, all 
nodes will end up opposite of the desired state. In 
.. 
some cases where very few known digits were spetified 
in the key, enough of the random nodes were opposite 
their desired end state to cause the bitwi·se inverse 1 
of the phone number to be recall~d. Minima exist at 
the phone numbers as well as at the bitwise complement 
of the phone numbers. 
,.. 
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4. Toleranc& to ~ardware Failures 
\ 
Hardware failures were simulated to see how critical 
individual nodes or connections are. Only reasonable. 
levels of hardware damage were studied. No attempt was 
made to find the maximum amount of damage the networks 
could absorb and still function. ·1t is known that 
nerve cells in the brain die on a regular basis. A 
machine which can withstand hardware failures is also 
desirable. 
) . 
The user could select any number of nodes, and any 
combination of nodes.to be failed. Node failures were 
simulate.d · by not,·· allowing node output to update._ A 
failed node's output is fixed at the specified value 
if it is in the known part.of the phone number. 
Otherwise, it is fixed at the random initial value • 
. 
5% of the nodes in the GD network were broken and 10% 
of the nodes in the BCD netwo.rk were broken. The nodes 
to be broken were selected in an arbitrary fashion. 
Both networks continued· to recall as if no damage had. 
occurred. There was minor degradation due to errors in. 
the final states of broken nodes, but the functioning 
nodes worked without error. Slight differences in the 
final energies wer~ also obser~ed due to errors in the 
final sta.te of broken nodes. 
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Connection failures were studied by allowing the user 
to "break'' the Xth connection coming into each node. 
For example, the user could break the third, 43rd and 
80th connection coming into each node. Hence 
' . 
connections could be broken in sets of 39 for the BCD 
version and sets of 199 for the GD version. A broken 
connection could not contribute to the total input of 
the node. 
,,_, 
For the GD and BCD networks, 2% of the connections 
were broken. The broken connections had no effect on 
the networks ability to recall the proper phone 
number. 
5. Phone Numbers. Close in Hamming Distance 
One mignt expect the network to have trouble 
distinguishing between two numbers which are very 
close. This was not the case. For both BCD and GD . . 
networks, two phone numbers with a Hamming distance
2 
of three were stored, see Table .5-4. Despite the 
similarity of the numbers, the networks were still 
able to distinguish between·the two numbers. If the 
key provided distinguishing information, the. network 
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2.· Hamming distance is a measure of similarity between 
two equal length strings are. The hamming distance 
is the number of bits which do not have the same 
value in both strings. 
. , 
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was able to use the information to recall the proper 
number. 
BCD Network 
123-456~7890 
1·2 3-956-7890 
Table._ 5-4 · 
GD Network 
123-456-7890 
123-458-7890 
-
Phone Numbers Close in Hamming Distance 
6. Maximtim Memory Capacity 
An ~lementary study was done to explore the number of 
phone numbers wh·ich could.be stored and reliably 
recalled. 
The BCD network was not included in this study because 
of the poor performance observed in Tables 5-1 and 
0 
5-2. 
. . 
The following phon~ number sets were used. Notice that 
each phone number is uniquely identified with just one 
known digit in the key. This prevents complications 
due to keys which identify more than one of the stored 
phone numbers~ 
-
J. ~ 
123-456-7890 
234-567-8901 
345-678-9012 
456-789-0123 
567-890-1234 
678-901-2345 
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The number of stored phone numbers was increased one 
by one. At each step 15 retrievals were attempted with 
arbitrary keys. Recall was considered successful if at 
least 80% of the retrievals were correct. If one of 
the- stored phone numbers could not be recalled with 
five known digits in the key, no further testing was 
don·e and the recall was considered unsuccessful. 
Under these circumstanc.es the GD network was able to 
hold only four phone num~~rs. While this is 
......_ ___ / 
disappointing, it should be pointed out that the study· 
was very basic. It is clear that an effective study 
would require collecting very large amounts of data. 
Remember that the memory -capacity of a neur~l network 
is a function of the network _connections and the 
energy surface they define, and the network· 
connections are a function of the phone numbers 
stored. Because of this, the memory ~apacity could 
vary greatly depending on the specific phone numbers 
being stored. 
'\ 
There may be sets of phone numbers which result in 
significantly hi.g.her memory capacity. One possible way 
to utilize a neural network as memory would be to 
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preprocess the information to be stored. This 
preprocessing would translate the data into another 
form which would allow greater capacity. 
Ano·ther way to inc·rease the capacity of a Hopfield 
network is presented in [ 341. The· general idea is to 
allow a single connection to connect more than two 
nodes. 
Discussion 
' 
The use of Hopfield Networks to implement CAM has been 
illustrated and confirmed in this section of the 
thesis. Why is this significant when the ability to 
recall·phone numbers could be implemented using 
traditional prog.ramming methods on a conventional 
comptiter? There are several reasons. 
First, the network provides a parallel solution where 
many processors or nodes contribute to th~ final 
solution. There continues to be a strong de.sire in the 
computer community to implement parallel processing. 
To date several approaches h~ve been used but the vast 
majority suffer from processing overhead due to 
coordinating the work among the available processors . 
• 
The Hopfield network used to implement CAM requires no 
. 
coordination other than the initial setup pf the 
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Second, the network can correct for errors in the user 
specified key. The user can make inadvertent errors 
and the network corrects them. 
Third, the network can work despite hardware failures. 
_., 
The need for fault tolerant computers has become more 
evident ove·i the years. Tjpically compu~ers become 
unusable with the failure of a single component. 
. ·. J . 
Recent digital comp(ut~-- architectures achieve 
reliability by building redundancy into key areas. The 
Hopfield Network continues to perform correctly 
despite modera·te levels ·of component failure . 
. . 
Fourth, the network technique. can be extended tp 
problems much more sophisticated than recalling phone 
numbers. The GD technique could be used to process the 
image from a movie camera. One application might be to 
recognize employees as part of entry into a secured 
area.· The people's faces would be converted to binary 
by using the movie camera. The binary faces could then 
be stored in the network connections. After storing 
all the faces the network would b~ able to re~ognize 
the employees despite day to day changes like 
forgetting to shave, or a getting a haircut. The same 
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technique could be used for anything which can be 
converted to binary, for example speech. 
• 
Detailed Data for BCD and GD Networks 
• 
Table 5-5 shows the network performance with no errors 
in the key ... Table 5-6 shows the network performance 
,· when 1' one qf the positions\ in the key contains an 
error. The position containing the error is 
highlighted. The erroneous value is shown. in 
parenthesis following the position. 
The following headers are used in Tables 5-5 and 5-6·. 
Pos - postion/s of the specified digits in the 
key 
R-S/F - Recall, Success or Failure? 
•· 
Energy - Final Energt 
#I - Number of Iterations 
Error - Recalled one of the stored numbers, but not 
the correct one. The recalled number is 
~· reported as 1, 2, or 3 .. 
number 1: 123-456-7890 
number 2: 234-567-8901 
number 3: 345-678-9012 
,. 
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----- GD Network----- ---- BCD Network-----
Pos R-S/F Energy #I Errot R-S/F Energy #I Error 
------ ------ ------ -- ----- ----- ------- Wll9- -----
1 
2 
4 
7 
9 
1 
2 
4 
7 
9 
1 
2 
4 
7 
9 
Pos 
• 
' . 
s 
F 
F 
F 
F· 
s 
s 
F 
s 
F 
F 
s 
F 
F 
s 
-5292 
-3627 
-5292 
-5250 
-5316 
-5250 
-5250 
-5316 
-5250 
~5316 
-5316 
-5292 
-5250 
-5316 
-5292 
123-456-7890 
3 
4 
4 
4 
5 
234-567-8901 
3 
3 
4 
3 
4 
345-678-9012 
4 
3 
· 3\ 2 
4 
3, 
Percent Correct 40% 
Avg # Iterations ·3 
----- GD Network-----
R~S/F Energy #I Error 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
·F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
-324 
-324 
-364 
-324 
-364 
-95 
-364 
-364 
-364 
-364 
-324 
-364 
-324 
-340 
-340 
4 ' 
7 
4 
3 
' 4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
5 
4 
4 
6 
4 
4 
1 
Percent Correct 0% 
Avg# Iterations -
" 
---- BCD Network-----
R~S/F Energy #I Error 
-------- ----- ------ -- ----- ----- ------ -- -----
1,5 
3,6 
8,9 
2,7 
4,10 
1,5 
3,6 
8,9 
·2,1 
4,10 
1,5 
3,6 
8,9 
2;1 
. 4 I 10 
S · -5292 
S -5292 
S -5292 
S -5292 
S -5292 
S -5250 
s -5250 
F -5316 
s -5250 
S -5250 
S -52·92 
F -3747 
S -5292 
S -5292 
S -5292 
123-456-7890 
3 F 
3 F 
3 F 
3 F 
3 F 
234-567-8901 
3 F 
7 F 
4 F 
3 F 
3 F 
345-678-9012 
4 F 
4 F 
3 F 
5 F 
3 F 
-324 
-324 
-324 
-324 
-324 
-340 
-340 
-340 
-340 
-340 
-324 
-340 
-324 
-364 
-340 
4 
6 
4 
5 
5 
5 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
Percent Correct 86% 
Avg# Iterations 3.6 
Percent Correct 0% 
Avg ·# Iterations -
Table 5-5 
(continued on next page) 
Network Performance with 
Three Numbers Stored and 
Correct Digits Specified 
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Pos 
'j 
-
---~- GD Network----- ---- BCD Network-----
R-S/F Energy #I Error R-S/F Energy II Error 
------ ----- ------ -- ----- ----- ------ -- -----
1,2,3 
4,5,6 
7,8,9 
1·, 5, 9 
2,7,8 
1,2,3 
· - 4,5,6 
7,8,9 
1·, 5, 9 
2,7,8 
1,2,3 
4,5,6 
7,8,9 
1,5,9 
2,7,8 
Pos 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s-
s 
F 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
-5292 
-5292 
-5292 
-5292 
~5292 
-5250 
-5250 
-5250 
-5250 
-5292 
-5292 
-5292 
-5292 
-5292 
-5292 
123-456-7890 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
234-567-8901 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 3 
345-678-9012 
3 
·3 
3 
3 
3 
Percent Correct 93% 
Avg# Iterations 3 
• 
----- GD Network-----
R-S/F Energy #I Error 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F· 
s 
F 
F. 
F 
s 
F 
-324 
-340 
-324 
-324 . 
-324 
-340 
-340 
-340 
-340 
-99,, 
-324 
-324 
-324 
-95 
-324 
4 
4 
5 
4 
4 
6 
5 
4 
4 
3 
4 
4 
7 
3 
7 
Percent Correct 13% 
Avg# Iterations 3 
---- BCD Network-----
R-S/F Energy #I Error 
------ ----- ------ -- ----- ----- ------ -- -----
1,2,3,4 
·1,3,6,9 
2,4,6,8 
4,7,8,9 
5,6,8,9 
1,2,3,4 
1,3,6,9 
2,4.,6,8 
4,7,8,9 
5,6,8,9 
1,2,3,4 
1,3,6,9 
2,4,6,8 
4,7,8,9 
5., 6, 8, 9 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
F 
-5292 
-5292 
-5292 
-5292 
-5316 
-5250 
-5250 
-5250 
-5250 
-5250 
-5292 
-5292 
-5292 
-5292 
-5316 
123-456-7890 
3 
3 
3 
.3 
4 
234-567-8901 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
345-678-9012 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
s 
F 
s 
F 
F· 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
s 
-95 
-324 
-95 
-324 
-324 
-360 
-340 
-340 
~364 
-364 
-324 
-324 
~"~-2 4 
-340 
<*· -9 5 
3 
7 
3 
4 
4· 
9 . 
~ 
4 
9 
7 
7 
5 
4 
4 
3 
Percent Correct 86% 
Avg# Iterations 3 
Pers:ent Correct 
Avg/# Iterations 
,·, 
Table 5-5· ( continued) 
Network Performance with 
Three Numbers Stored and 
Correct Digits Specified. 
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Pos 
----- GD Net,work -----
R-S/F Energy #I Error 
---- ·sco Network-----
R-S/F Energy II Error 
-~---- ----~ ------ -- ~----
----- ------ -- --
---
1(8),5 
3(7),6 
8(4),9 
2 ( 6) , 7 
4(9),10 
1 ( :8) , 5 
3 ( !7) , 6 
8(4) ,9 
2 ( 6) , 7 
4(9) ,10 
1 ( 8) , 5 
3(7) ,6 
8(4) ~9 
·2 ( 6) , 7 
4(9) ,10 
123-456-7890 
F -5316 4 
F -5292 4 3 
F -5316 4 
S -5292 4 
F~ -5316 5 
234-567-8901 
S . -5250 4 
S -5250 4 
S -5250 4 
S -5250 4 
S -5250 4 
345-678-9012 
S -5292 .. -4 
F . ~5292 4 l· 
S -5292 4 
S ·-5292 4 
S -5292 4 
F 
F 
r 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
-364 
-364 
-340 
-364 
-340 
-340 
-364 
-340 
-364 
-340 
4 
4 
4 
6 
4 
5 
7 
4 
4 
5 
F -364 4 
F -364 5 
F -364 4 
F -364 5~ 
F -340 4 
Percent Correct 66% 
Avg# Iterations 4 
Percent Correct 0% 
Avg# Iterations -
Pas 
----- GD Network-----
R-5/F Energy #I Error 
---- BCD Network-----
R-5/F Energy #I Error 
------ ' -----
-------- -- __
__ __. ------ ----
-- -- -----
1(7) ,2,3 F 
4,5(9),6 - S 
7,8,9(5) S 
1(4) ,5,9 S 
2, 7 ( 4) , 8 F. 
1 ·( 7 ) , 2 ,· 3 S 
4,5(9),6 .s 
7,8,9(5) F 
1(4),5,9 S 
2,7(4),8 S 
1(7),2,3 S 
4,5(9),6 F 
7, ·8, 9 ( 5) S 
1(4),5,9 S 
2,7(4),8 S 
-5250 
~5292 
-5292 · 
-5292 
-5316 
-5250 
-5250 
-5316. 
-5250 
-5250 
-5292 
-5250 
-5292 
-5292 
-5292 
123-456-7890 
4 2 · F 
4 F 
4 F 
4 ~ F 
4 F 
234-567-8901 
4 F 
4 F 
4 F 
4 F 
4 F 
34 -678-9012 
4 F 
4 F 
4 F 
4 2 F 
4 F 
-340 
-340 
-364 
-364 
-364 
-340 
-364 
-324 
-364 
-340 
-340 
. -364 
-324 
-364 
-340 
4 
4 
4 
4 
5 
5 
4 
5 
4 
5 
5 
4 
5 
4 
5 
Percent Correct 73% 
Avg# Iterations 4 
Percent Correct-~% 
Avg# Iterations -
Table 5-6 
(continued on next page) 
Network Performance with 
Three Numbers Stored and 
One Error Digit Specified 
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----- GD Network-----
R-S/F Energy #I Error 
---- BCD Network-----
R-S/F Energy II Error 
------- ----- _,... ____ -- ---~- ----- ------ -- -----
1(4),2,3,4 S 
1,3(6),6,9 S 
2,4,6(9),8 S 
4,7,8,9(2) S 
5(8),6,8,9 F 
1(4),2,3,4 S 
1 , ·3 ( 6 ) , 6 , 9 S 
2,4,6(9),8 S 
4,7,8,9(2) S 
5(8),6;8,9 S 
-5290 
-5290 
-5290 
-5290 
-5316 
-5250 
-5250 
-5250 
-5250 
-5250 
1-23-4 56-7.890 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
234-567~8901 
4 
4 ~ 
4 
4 
4 
345-678-9012 
1(4),2,3,4 S -5292 4 
1,3(6),6,9 S -5292, 4 
2,4,6(9),8 S -5292 4: 
4,7,8,9(2) F -5316 4 
F 
F 
r 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
s 
F 
s 
F 
F 
F 
F 
-340 
-324 
-340 
-340 
-324 
-340 
-340 
-3-40 
-99 
-340 
-95 
-324 
-324 
-340 
_ -324 
4 
7 
4 
4 
7 
4, 
4 
·4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
6 5(8),6,8,9 F -5316 4 
Percent Correct 80% 
Avg# Iterations 4 
Percent Correct 
Avg# Iterations 
Table 5-6 (continued)· 
Network Performance with 
Three Numbers Stored and 
One Error Digit Specified 
5.2 Traveling Salesman Problem 
Overview 
13% 
4 
• 
The Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) is a classic in 
computer science [ 35]. The problem· .is simply stated.,, 
A salesman wishes to visit several 
cities and return home. In what order 
should the salesman visit the cities 
to minimize the total distance 
traveled? 
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A Hopfield Network can be used to solve the TSP by 
• 
·j 
determining a function which embodies the constraints 
of the TSP (36]. This function is then set equal to 
the Hopfield energy function. Simplifying the equality 
yields values for the network weights. A network is 
i 
built with these weights. Operation of the net11tork 
results in .a stable st·ate which represents a solution 
.. 
to the TSP. . 
This app~oach to the TSP finds a good solution in a 
short time. Getting a good solution quickly rather· 
than waiting a long time for the best solution is the 
contribution of the neural network solution. 
The Network Circuitry 
This-problem uses a Continuous Hopfield Network which 
is based on nodes composed of a simple circuit rather 
than some sort of processor. The functioning of this 
circuit is described below. 
Understanding the circui·t is not critical to 
understanding the overall network operation, if you 
are willing to accept that the circuit acts like a 
node in a Continuous Hopfield Network. That is, node 
output is a continuous function of node inputs and has 
a maximum value of 1 and a minimum value of O. 
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Each node is shown in schematic form in Figure 5-3. 
Each node is comprised of two amplifiers, a 
resistor/capacitor pair.to gro~nd and a number of 
resistors connecting it to the outputs of other nodes. 
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to other 
nodes 
Circuit Diagram for Individual Node 
In each node, one amplifier has a Normal output while 
the other is Inverted. The Normal and Inverted 
. 
amplifier gains are shown in Figure 5-4. The Normal 
amplifier has a 
to zero. As the 
linear ·gain· for input.voltages close 
,, 
( 
input/voltage increases the output 
voltage saturates at 1. As the input voltage decrease~ 
(becomes more negative) the output voltage saturates 
it 0. The Inverting amplifier is similar except.it 
saturates at O for increasing input voltage and at 1 
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for decreasing input voltages. 
,. 
The normal amplifier gain (output voltage as a 
function of input voltage) is mathematically described 
by 
· Vi • 1;2·( l+tanh ( U. /UO) ) 
l 
where 
Vi - output .voltage of node· i 
. . 
Ui - input voltage of node i 
UO - is a constant which determines the 
steepness of the amplification. 
Output 
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Figure 5-4 
_Amplifier Gain Function 
normal(solid), inverted(dotted) 
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The output of any node can be connected to the input 
of any other node. The weight (or strength) of the 
connection is determined by the resistance connecting 
them. Increasing the resistance will decrease the 
current flow, so the weight is actually the inverse of 
the resistance. Fot excitatory cohnections (positive 
weight) the normal amplifier output is used. The 
. 
. 
inverting amplifier output is used to achieve 
inhi,itory connections (negative weight). 
To be a valid Hopfield network the connections must be 
sym_metrical. That is, the weight connecting the output 
of node i to the input of node j is the same as the 
weight conhectirig· the output of node j to the inp\t of 
node i. 
C. 
The resistor/capacitor pair serves two ·functions. The 
resistor allows an input voltage to form, as current 
,, 
flows through the res·istor to ground. The resistor and -~ 
capacitor also control the rate at which the input 
voltage can change due to iricoming current from other 
nodes as well as the decay current associated with the 
existing input voltage. 
Each node is also capable of receiving an externally 
applied input current. This current is used to shift 
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the amplifiers gain function so that it is centered 
about an input voltage other than O. 
writing Kirchoff current equations at the input of 
each node and solving for dUi/dt yields the following 
equation. (See Appendix A for th~ derivation of this 
equation.) 
·Where 
.. 
dU./dt 
1 
v. 
J 
I w. 
1, J 
u. 
1 
R. 
1 
I. 
1 
CT. 
1 
{5.2} 
- the derivative of the input.voltage 
of node i with re·spect to time. 
-· output voltage of node j 
- resistance from node j to node i 
- input voltage of notle i 
- parallel combination of resistor to 
ground at the input of node i and the 
resistors connecting the output of 
any other node to the input of node 
• l . 
- an external current applied-to node i 
j-
- the value of the capacitor to ground· 
at the input of node i. · 
In this implementation Ri' Ii and CTi are the same for 
all nodes and can be referred to as R, I and CT. 
The network is a collection of interconnected nodes. 
Each node has some eff·ect on the output of each node 
to which it is connected. The degree to which one node 
affects the output of another node is determined by 
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the resistance connecting them. Each node has a 
continuous normal output between O and 1. When the 
network settles into a stable state each node will 
have an output very close to O or 1. 
The Network Siaulation 
< 
• 
Equations 5-1 and 5-2 describe the circuit and provide 
the basis for simulating the network on a conventional 
computer. 
Assume that dti{/dt is equal to 6u13• Also assume that 
the initial value of u. is known. 
1 
0 . ,. 
Knowing ui' allows us to calculate vi using the 
amplifier gain equation. Having v., we can calculate 
. l 
6U. using the dU./dt equation. The new input voltage 
1 1 · 
u., can then be calculated as the. current input 
l 
voltage plus the change in input voltage, Ui + ~ui . 
• 
This calculation is iterated until the network 
stabilizes. The network is stable when the output of 
all nodes is changing by less· than a specified 
I 
tolerarl~e. 
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3. Notice that this step u.(t+l)•U.(t)+dUi(t)/dt, is 
an approximation. The corr~ct result requires · 
including contributions from higher order 
derivatives which are not available in this 
simulation. 
• 
i 
Network Representation of a Tour 
The stable state of a Hopfield network is inherently 
binary (the final output voltage of each node is O or 
1) • 
The solution to the TSP is an ordered list of cities 
representing a short tour. To have the resultant state 
of the network represent the s.olution of the TSP·, the 
followin~ technique is used. 
The !~cation of each city in an city tour is 
repres~nted as a string of n binary values. One 
and only one entry in the string is nonzero indicating 
the position of one city in the tdut. If Seattle is 
-
the third city in a five city tour, the string 
representing Seattle is '0 0 1 0 0'. For an city 
tour, n strings of n values each, are needed to 
represent the complete solution. 
The solution is nicely represented in the following 
matrix form. 
cities\position 
1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th. 
Seattle 
Atlanta 
Albany 
Denver 
New York 
0 0 1 
1 0 . 0 
0 0 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 0 
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0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
·1 
0 
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which is interpreted as 
Atlanta-> Denver -> 1 Seattle -> New York-> Albany-> 
Atlanta 
Thus, .to solve a 5 city TSP requires a network of -25 
nodes. The 25 nodes are interpreted as 5 binary 
· strings, one for each city. Each city. string 
determines the location of that city in the tour. 
Presenting the solution in this form introduces an 
additional row/column constraint for the final network 
state. In addition to the total distance being 
minimized, each row and column of the matrix must have 
only one 1. 
Nodes in the network ( or a city/position pair. in the 
matrix) are specified using a double index notation. 
V . for exampl_e, would mean the output voltage of the-
x, 1 
node corresponding to city x and position i·.· 
Connections between nodes are 
the resistance connecting the 
the input of node x,i. 
The TSP Energy Function 
denoted R . . meaning 
x,1,y,J 
output of node y, j to , 
An energy function representing all problem 
constra_ints is needed so that when the function is 
minimized by the network, the resultant state is a 
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valid solution to the problem. Determining this 
function requires some creativity. 
Consider the following energy function: 
where 
,. 
E.• A/2 EI .I.(V .V j) X 1 J~l X,l X, 
+ ... 
B/2 I t I ( V . V . ) + 1 x x~y x,1 y,1 
C/2 ( ( E E V . ) - · n) 2 
X 1 X,l 
., { 5. 3} 
E 
V . 
X, 1 
- total networR energy 
- the output of the node corresponding 
to the row for city x and the column 
for position i 
k, B, C - constants (values to" be determined) 
number of cities • the TSP n - 1n 
/ <) 
/J 
The fir s·t term • if each contains at most lS zero row 
1, the second term • if ·each column contains one lS zero 
at most one 1. The first and second terms will also be 
zero if each row and ·column contains all zeros. The 
third term prevents the all zero.s case, because it is 
zero if there are a total of nones in the entire 
matrix. 
. . 
Allowing the network to minimize this function should 
~ · produce valid tours in the TSP, because each city will 
··--~ 
appear in one po~ition(column) and each position will 
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have_ only .one city(row). 
What remains is to find a valid solution which has a 
short total distance. The following_ function embodies 
that need as explained below. _.,,.. ' 
{ 5. 4} 
E • D/2 E E Ed V .(V . l + V · 1 ) x y~x i x,y x,1 y,1+ y,1-
where 
E - total network energy 
D - constant (value to be determined) 
d - distance between city x and city y 
x.,y 
Assuming the network's final state contains only ones 
and zeros and satisfies the row/column constraint, we 
can see that this energy function is numerically equal· 
to .D times the tota,r tour distance. Minimizing this 
. ) ~-
·-. 
energy function shpuld produce tours of short total 
i 
I 
( 
distance. \ 
• 
To arrive at a total energy function for the network 
these two energy functions are added together. This 
summation is referred to as the "TSP energy function" 
because it embodies the constraints imposed by the TSP 
and ·the solution representation. 
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Equating Ropfield and TSP Energy Functions 
It has been shown in section 4.1 that a Hopfield 
~ network will settle into stable states which represent 
local minima of the follonng energy function: 
{5.5} 
m n n 
where · 
. 
T - weight connecting node n t·o node m 
m,n 
Rewriting this Hopfield energy:function with two 
changes, results in equation 5.6.· First, equation 5.6 
use-s the daub.le index notation for nodes ( see previous 
section on Network Representation of a Tour). The 
double index notation allows exp_licit notation for 
cities using x and y·, and positions using i and 7 j. 
Second, equation 5.6 uses 1/W in place of T. / 
E 
-
-1/2 l: E V .V ,/W . . -x,1 y,J x,1,y,J 
• I X l y J ··1; 
t t V .I I { 5. 6} x,1 x,1 
, • 
Setting the T~P 1energy function equal to the Hopfield 
energy function allows the connection resistances and 
input currents to be solved for. Note that this 
_I .· 
equality involves an approximation. The equations are 
presented in Appendix B. 
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r The input current is C times the number of cities in 
the TSP. The connection resistances are one over the 
sum of the negative constants where the constants 
contribute conditionally based on the nodes being 
connected. 
I . - en x,1 {5.7} 
w I • 
-
1/(- A.~ B - C -
~dx,y) {5.8} x,.1,y,J ,.. ,.. 
I I I 
I I 0 if x•y or (jfti-1 
I I r and j fti+l) 
I 0 if x•y or i-j 
I 
0 if I • x~y l=J or 
These ·equati.ons imply several things about the 
network. The C constant uniformly affects all the 
resistive connections. The C constant introduces a 
( 
connection between each node to every other node in 
the network. Without C the ~umber of connections would 
be significantly reduced. All of the connections have 
negative values (meaning a positive resistance 
connected via the inverted amplifier outp~t resulting 
in an inhibitory connection). The externally applied 
input current is the same for all ·nodes throughout the 
simulation because C and n ~re constants(independent 
of node). 
,., . 
.l 
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Solving these equations for .. a·· specified set of cities 
,;, 
and specified values for A, B, C and D constants will 
allow the network to be constructed. Once constructed 
the network can be run to find good solutions to the 
. TSP.· 
)) 
J 
Circuit or .Transfer Function 
'· 
-Equation 5.2 describing du1;dt can·be rewritten to 
show the effects of each constant A - D. Starting with 
equation 5.2, converting to a a double index notation, 
and subs ti tu ting for I . and W . . according .to 
Xl XlYJ 
equat~ons 5.7 and 5.8 yields: 
au· ./dt-=( ·-u ./R -Atv . -etv . + x,1 x,1 x,J y,1 · 
<. j~i y~x 
-C(l:I:V .-NX) + 
. X, 1 
• Xl 
() 
a 
-Dtd (V . 1+V . 1) ) / CT x,y y,1+ y,1- {5.9} ~s 
y 
The equation in this form will be referred to as a 
Transfer Function. A new variable, NX, is introduced 
in this equation. The number of cities is given by n. 
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n was used in the TSP energy function to ensure nones 
exist in the final network when the energy function is 
minimized. In practice, n in the TSP energy function 
is not limited to the number of cities. Hence, NX is 
used to represent the value used in the TSP energy 
function and n is used to _represent the number of 
cities.· This use of NX seems strange but it will be 
described more later. 
We now have two ways of thinking about our neural 
network simulation~ We can think of it as a circuit 
described in terms of connection resistances (W) and 
externally applied currents (I) as shown ·in equat.ion 
5.2. We can also think of it as a transfer function 
described in terms of constants (A through D and NX) 
• 
. in equation 5.9. These two approaches are equivalent 
because we can convert be~ween R, I and A-D, NX using. 
equations. 5.7 and 5.8. 
The capacitor value (CT), parallel resistances (R) and 
amplifier gain function (slope determined by u0 ) are 
common to both approaches. 
This transfer function in equation 5.9 was used in the 
simulation to aid in finding the proper values for the 
constants. The simulation using equation 5.2 was also 
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run to insure that both equations produced the aame 
results. 
Initial Conditions 
• 
The simulation was run on a ten city version of the 
TSP. City locations were chosen at random within a 1 
by 1 square. 
The initial input voltages U . were all set equal and X,l 
the value was choseri as 0.1 so that the sum of all 100 
output voltages V . would be approximately 10. (This 
. X, l 
was chosen because 10 is also the desired value for 
the final total output voltage. We will see shortly 
. , -~-l 
how this choice also contributes to the stability. of 
the njtwork dynamics.) 
Noise was added to each value of 0.1 so that the 
· initial node input voltages are unequal. It will be 
shown that running the network with equal• initial 
input voltages causes the network to oscillate 
indefinitely. 
The Transfer Function and Network Dynamics 
Taking a detailed look at the transfer function 
(equation 5.9) provides insight into the network 
• 
dynamics. These insights are used in picking numeric 
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values for the network parameters. 
The -u i/R term's contribution to dU ./dt is x, . x,1 
based on the current value of U . and a fixed x,1 
resistance, i.e. the -change in i·nput voltage is 
parti.ally determined by the pres~nt input voltage 
divided by a fixed resistance. This change in the 
• 
input voltage does not include the direct influence of 
any other nodes, hence it appears to be of little 
si~nificance to the network dynamics. 
The -AtVx, j term· sums all output. voltages of· all nodes 
in the column which node i resides. The j-i condition 
causes the node to ignore it's own output voltage, 
hence the summation is over the remaining 9 nodes in 
the column. Initially, all V . in the column will be X,J 
about the same, rdughly 0.1. Hence, this term's 
initial contribution to du ,./dt is around X 1 . 
(A)(9)(0.1). This initial value is nearly the same for 
every no9e x,i in the network. The only possible 
variation is due to the noise in the initial input 
voltages. 
As the network runs, the influence of other terms in 
the transfer function cause the 
their initial values, some will 
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• 
others will be relatively small. As the network runs, 
the transfer function is applied repeatedly and the 
-AEV . term tends to increase the variation in output 
X,J 
voltages. To see how this occurs, ·1et's focus on 
Figure 5-5 which depicts two nodes, Y and z, during 
. • G 
one iteration in the network dynamics • 
. 
Assume that node Z's output voltage is currently 
larger than node Y, and both lie on the linear portion 
of the amplifier gain function. Computing·-AtV j for x, 
both nodes results with node Z's value being smaller 
(less negative) than node Y. This is becatise the j-i 
condition only allows other nodes to be affected by 
node i's ·voltage. Hence the change in input voltage 
dU ./dt is smaller for node z than node Y. 
x,1 
Node Z's smaller change .in input voltage will result 
in node Z's output voltage decreasing less than node 
Y's. This is shown graphically in Figure 5-5. Note 
that the output voltage of both nodes decreases, but 
node Y.decreases more than node z. 
Because node z started with a larger voltage, and the 
decrease of node z was less, we can see that the 
difference between the two node's output voltages 
increased. 
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Notice that this is not true if one of the nodes is 
operating in the lower flat region of the amplifier 
gain function. In that case the node output 
voltage can not decrease significantly, and the 
·difference between the two output voltages will be 
determined by the other node. 
Output 
Voltage 
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· Figure 5.-5 
Effect of -AtV . term 
. X' J 
The -BIV . term functions in the same fashion as the 
y' 1 
Atvx,j except it applies to rows instead of columns. 
The -C(IIV .-NX) term is complicated but critical to 
· X, l · 
network operati'on. The following paragraphs will 
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describe how it contributes to both the stability and 
the instability of the network. 
Notice that variation in the -C(EEV .-NX) term is X, 1 
solely caused by the total ·network output voltage 
EtV .. Recall that the initial artd final v~lues for 
x,1 
total network output voltage should be very close to 
• 
10 .. Also notice that this term is the only significant 
term which can have a pqsitive ·contribution to 
du ./dt. This positive contribution is necessary·to 
x,1 
offset the negative contribution of the other terms in 
I 
the transfer function. Knowing the in.itial values 
of the node output voltages, we can see that a proper 
choic~·-of A, B, C and D will cause some du ./dt x,1 
values to be positive and others to be negative. 
41 
Knowing the desired final output voltages we can also 
see that du ./dt will ·be positive for nodes which 
x,1 
should be 1, and negative for nodes which should be 
0. Hence this ty-m-~~uses diversity in the initial 
movement of node voltages and causes the desired final 
node voltages to be stable. 
With the proper·choice of C, the -AtV _. term will X,. J 
insure that there is one 1 in each column rather than 
simply increasing the difference between voltages in 
·'\ _/ \ 
. -~ .,. 
each column. T}\e effect in Figure 5-5 would be that 
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node Z's output voltage would increase, while the 
output voltage of node Y (and all other nodes in the 
column) would decrease. The same holds for the -BtV y, i 
term and rows of nodes. 
Again notice that variation in the -C(IIV .~NX) term x,1 
is caused by the total network output voltage. As 
IIV . increases this term decreases (becomes less 
x,1 
positive). A decrease in this term causes a uniform 
decrease in the du ./dt for all nodes in the network. x,1 
This uniform decrease will then cause a decrease in 
the total network output voltage. So the result of the. 
initial increase in total network output voltage, is a 
decrease in total network output voltage. This implies 
If 
that this term has some role in maintaining to~al 
network output voltage at some point. 
Unfortunately, even small values for the C constant 
• 
result in a significantly greater decrease in total 
network output voltage than the initiating increas.e in 
total network output· voltage. This relatively ·large 
decrease, results in an even larger increase in total 
network output voltage and the network starts to 
oscillate. Eventually all nodes in the network 
oscillate between O and 1 in a uniform fashion. 
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The -DEdx,y<vy,i+l+vy,i-l) is the term which brings· 
into play the location of the cities in the problem. 
This is the only term which can contribute to finding 
a tour with a short t6tal distance. The final value ·of 
this term can be approximated assuming a valid tour 
·' 
is arrived at. The desired final ·state will result in 
the. voltage contribution being 1. Hence, the term 
collapses.to Dtd where only two values of y (cities x,y 
adjacent to city~ in the tour) contribute. 
. ck 
We can also aprroximate'the initial value of this term 
as -DEd (0.1+0.1), knowing that all initial output x,y . 
voltages are very close to 0.1. This means that • 
initially, the output v_oltages, V '+land V . 1 , do y,1 . y,1-
not contribute significantly to any variation in the 
values of this term for the various nodes. The only 
part of this term which initially varies from node to 
node is Ed . Notice that the initial value of td x,y . x,y 
is a measure· of how close city x is to all the other 
cities. Nodes associated with centrally located cities 
will 
with 
lt 
have small values· for Ed . Nodes associated 
. 
x,y 
cities located peripherally will have large 
values of tdx . Note that Ed y is the same for all 
,y x, 
nodes in the row associated with city·x. \ ... 
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Looking at the entire transfer function we can see 
that the initial movement of the network is determined 
by the noise in initial input voltages and Ed . 
x,y 
Ignoring the initial input voltage noise, the only 
part ·of the transfer function which varies from node 
' 
to node is td (in fact, it orily varies from row to 
x,y 
row). Hence, the initial dynamics is a uniform row 
effect. The output voltages for nodes in the rows 
associated with centrally located cities increase. The 
output voltages of nodes in a row associated with 
peripherally located cities decrease. 
The vatiation in row voltages \row causes some 
variation in the -AEV . term. This term tends to y, 1 
• 
increase the differences between volt,,ages of nodes in 
the same column.· Hence, the effect is similar to the 
td effect, i.e. voltages of tiodes in the same row 
x,y 
tend to move togethe·r. The -Bl:Vy,i term never real~y 
contributes significantly because nodes in the same 
row tend to have very close voltages. Recall that a 
valid solution has only one -1 in each row and column. 
With the nodes in each row moving together we can 
never reach a valid solution. 
This illustrates why the random component of the 
initial input voltages is ~ri ti cal to network 
,. 
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operation. Without the random component there is no 
way to smear the row oriented voltage variations into 
the columns. After a few iterations the du ./dt x,1 
values for all nodes take on the same sign. This 
(g' 
results in all output voltages moving in unison and 
eventual oscillation between O and 1. 
Hence the noise in initial input voltage can not be 
ignored; Including it, the· i_ni tial movement of the 
network is determined jointly by the -AEV ., -BEV . 
. X,J y,1 
and -DEd (V . 1+v . 1 ) terms. The noise in the x,y y,1+ y,1- . 
initial input voltages allows the -BEV . term to y, l 
increase the voltage differences between nodes in the 
same row. This will then allow .the network to settle 
in a stable state which represents a valid tour. 
The CT term affects all other terms in the transfer 
function uniformly. It also affects all nodes 
uniformly because each node uses the same capacitor 
value. The effect is the same for.every node during 
every iteration of the network·. Because of this 
the CT term can be used to limit the magnitude of 
dux,i/dt values. This, in turn limits how much the 
output·voltages can change. This corresponds nicely to 
CT as a capacitor, because a capacitor will not allow 
the voltage across it to change instantaneously. 
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Loo~ing again at .the -C(ttvx,i-NX) term we see that 
the product of -c and -NX also affects dUx ./dt 
, 1 
uniformly for every node during every iteration. 
Noting the uniform effect of CT and C*NX we can 
rewrite the transfer function as 
du ./dt•(-U ./R ~AtV . -BtV . -C(ttv . ) + x,1 x,1 x,J y,1 x,1 
j~i y~x xi 
-Dtd (V . 1+V . 1) + (C*NX))/CT x,y y,1+ y,;-
y 
fS.10} 
In this form it can be seen that the combination of 
(C*NX) and CT can be used to scale the other terms of · 
the transfer function 1to any desired range. This 
~ provides a means to control the sign and the magnitude 
of du ./dt values. The other terms will always x,1 
produce a range of negative values. C, NX and CT are 
used to scale these negative values so that the 
initial values of du ./dt are about half negative and x,1 . 
half positive. C, NX and CT are also used to limit the 
magnitude of dU ./dt to a reasonable value X ,·l 
(considering the linear range of the amplifier gain). 
Without this scaling the network rapidly moves to a 
condition where all- node output voltages uniformly 
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oscillate between O and 1. · · 
Deteraining Values for Network Paraaeters 
Experimenting with these relationships in mind, 
resulted in the following parameters. These parameters 
typically solve the 10 city TSP in 250 - 300 
iterations depending_on the location of the cities. 
A•SOO · B•SOO C•700 D•SOO 
uo-0.02 R•l TOLERANCE•0.00005 
NX~l2 CT•256605 (STEPSIZE•0.006) 
A, B, C, and D were chosen arbitrarily. They were 
chosen to be roughly equal on the grounds that a valid 
tour (determined by A, Band C) was just as important 
as a short tour (D). R was chosen to keep the 
magnitude of the -u ./R term small relative x,1 
to the other terms. Now C was adjusted and NX was then 
chosen such that the initial values of du ./dt for x,1 , 
, - , L r 
all nodes was not negative a~d that the final va~ueS 
of du ./dt were positive for nodes which should be 1 x,1 
and negative for nodes which should be 0. There was a 
range of NX values for which these conditions could be 
meet. A value was picked from this range with the 
added condition that the total network output voltage 
after the first iteration, should be very close to the 
initial total output voltage. This was done because 
the initial value of total output voltage was the same 
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as the desired final value. The final step of choosing 
CT was based on keeping the _magnitude of du 1;dt x, 
reasonable in relation to the linear range of the 
amplifier input voltage (-0.02 to 0.02). 
The values for NX and CT varied depending on the 
locations of cities in the problem. In actual 
experimentation it was easier to think in terms of a 
.::;, 
desired "stepsize" rather than simply picking a value. 
for CT. ·stepsize means the maximum value that du ./dt 
x,1 
can achieve- during the initial dynamics. This limited 
the rate at which the ·input voltage could move up or 
down the ·gain function. 
Notice that a very small value was used for tolerance, 
which determines when the network has become stable. 
Larger values of tolerance can be very misleading. 
When using a large value it often appeared as though 
the network was going to uniformly oscillate between 0 
and 1 (because 
negative, then 
du ./dt values were repeatedly all 
X, 1 
all positive) when in actuality the 
computation was. still in progress and would have 
eventually broke from the oscillation. 
The critical realization in determining the proper 
parameter values is that that the scaling nature of C, 
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NX and CT can be used to control the sensitivity of 
-C(IIV i-NX) term. The scaling allowed the _transfer x, 
function to make use of the -C(IEV .-NX) term (the X, 1 
only positive term in the transfer function) while 
limiting the oscillating effect on total output 
voltage. 
' I 
• 
A Saaple Solution 
,. 
To determine the quality·of the solutions a graph of 
the cities was produced with the solution. This 
allowed for a visual assessment. In addition, the user 
could enter a tour and the program would report the 
distance associated with that tour. In thi~ way it was 
easy to see if better tours existed and how much 
better they were. 
Looking at time snapshots of the network while it is 
solving shows that the intermediate states are not· 
• 
valid solutions .. The first valid solution is also the 
final solution. The collective prop/erties of the 
network allowed the solution to be found drt~ctly 
rather than using a brute force approach of trying all 
paths. 
J.r·-
Snapshots associated with one solution are shown in 
Figure 5-6. The ten cJties are called A through J. The 
, 
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position in the tour is across the top, 1 through 10. 
The node output voltages are shown at 6 points during 
the computation. At iteration•O the output voltages 
are all approximately 0.10. 
. At iteration-SO the·computation is well under way. 
• 
Looking across row A, it appears that city A will hold 
the fifth position .• city· B looks as if it will get the 
third position. City C appears to be split between the 
first and second positions. A similar assessment can 
be made by looking down the pos;tion columns. In 
.\· 
position 1· and 2 we see that cities C and E are being 
equally considered. Position 4 appears to be held by 
city H~ We can see that certain cities have their 
positions well established~ while other cities are not 
yet committ~d to any position. As the computation 
i 
proceeds the well established cities will provide 
information needed for the other cities to determine 
their proper position in the tour. 
At iteration-100, six of the ten positions appear to 
be firmly established. For example, ~-ition 5 has 
~ 0.99 for city A and some value le~s, han or equal to 
0.02 for all other cities. Position 1, 7, 9 and 10 
are still uncertain because at lea two cites· have 
appreciable voltages in these positions. Notice that 
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voltages are being driven to O or 1 in a manner that 
will represent a valid tour. 
-
At iteration•lSO all positions have been resolved 
except for position ·1 and 10. Cities E and J are being 
considered for both locations. Position 1 appears to 
' 
be a true contest because both city E and J have 
values of 0.99. Luckily position 10 appears to be 
favoring city J. This final resolution will take an 
additional 100 iterations to solve. 
Finally at iteration•250 it is fairly certain what the 
final solution will be. Position 10 has been dominated 
by city J, and the conflict at position 1 is being 
resolved as a result. It will take 68 more iterations 
for the network· to become stable (no node's voltage 
changing by more than the tolerance). The final state 
is shown at iteration-318. Note there is a small 
voltage for city Jin position 1 which is not 1 or 0. 
, 
It is clear that this value it being driven to 0, but 
it is happening v~~Y slowly. So slowly, that the 
tolerance requirement was satisfied. 
t 
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iteration•O ~ 
1 2 3 4 5 '6 7 8 9 10 
A 0.09 0.09 0.08 0.10 0.12 0.08 0.09 0.08 0.09 0.10 
B 0.08 0.11 0.11 0.10 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.09 0.11 0.08 
C 0.12 0.12 0.11 0.09 0.11 0.09 0.11 0.09 0.11 0.08 
D 0.11 0.09 0.11 0.10 0.09 0.09 0.11 0.12 0.11 0.08 
E 0.10 0.11 0.11 0.08 0.08 0.09 0.11 0.09 0.10 0.09 
F 0.11 0.09 0.09 0.08 0.09 0.09 0.08 0.09 0.09 0~08 
G 0.10 0.08 0.12 0.10 0.10 0.09 0.08 0.08 0.10 0.09 
H 0.11 0.08 0.08 0.10 0.09 0.08 0.09 0.09 0.08 0.10 
I 0.09 0.10 0.09 0.09 0.10 0.10·0.10 0.08 0.10 0.11 
J 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.09 0.10 0.10 0.08 0.08 0.10 0.09 
iteration-SO 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
A 0.03 0.00 0.05 0.13 0.78 0.11 0.10 0.01 0.07 0.02 
' B 0.07 0.05 0.29 0.03 0.04 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.12 0.00 
C 0.33 0.39 0.26 0.05 0.07 0.04 0.15 0.07 0.14 0.07 
D 0.16 0.11 0.15 0.06 0.03 0.04 0.34 0.59 0.28 0.10 
E 0.25 0.24 0.27 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.17 0.04 0.14 0.06 
F 0.23 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.22 0.13 0.20 0.11 0.26 0.09 
G 0.13 0.07 0.38 0.19 0.15 0.10 0.15 0.09 0.28 0.20 
H 0.15 0.02 0.07 0.30 0.29 0.22 0.18 0.07 0.08 0.10 
I 0 __ Q 4 0.02 0.06 0.09 0.40 0.33 0.31 0.04 0.16 0.11 
J 0.34 0.17 0.15 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.10 0.05 0.23 0.15 
iteration-100 
1 .. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 -
A 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.99 0.00 0.00.0.00 0.00 0.00 
B 0.00 0.00 0.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
C 0.07 0.94 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
D 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.99 0.01 0.00 
E 0.72 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
F 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.59 0.01 0.57 0.00 
G 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.98 0.13 
H 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.99 0 .·02 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
I 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.99 0.24 0.00 0.00 0.00 
J 0.97 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.09 
iteration•lSO 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
A 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0. Q_O 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
B 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
C 0.00 0.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
D 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 
E 0.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
F 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.99 0.00 0.12 0.00 
G 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.03 
H 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 o.oo 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
I 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 
J 0.99 0.00 o.oo ·o.oo 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.24 
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iteration-2so· 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
A 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 o.oo 0.00 0.00 
B o.oo· o.oo 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
C 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
D 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 
E 0.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
F 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
G 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 
H 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
I 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00·0.oo 0.00 0.00 0. 00. 
J 0.86 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.85 
iteration•318 . ~ 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
A 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
B 0.00 0.00 1.00 0~00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
C 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
D 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 
• E 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
F 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
G 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00.0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 
H 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
I · o .·oo 0.00 0.00·0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
J 0.22 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0~00 0.00 0.00 1.00 
', 
order of cities I the TSP tour: 1n 
E C B H A I F D G . J 
Figure 5-6 
· Snapshots of Node Output Voltages 
" 
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final tour is sketched in Figure 5-7. The location 
of each city is shown. The line connecting the cities 
shows the tour chosen by ·the network. Notice that the 
tour is short, but shorter tours exist. 
10 
9 •I ,, 
8 'A 
7 I 
6 H 
5 
4 
3 
2 J 
1 \E 0 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 910 
Figure 5-7 
Rough Sketch of the Cities and the Tour 
( 
Notice that the tour in Figure 5-7 jumps city G 
in route to city D, and immediately backtracks to pick 
up city G. In this case, it is clear that elimin~ting 
the backtracking would result in a better solution . 
• 
Note that something which is obviously a bad choice to 
a person is not apparent to the computational process. 
The computation is simply moving down the energy 
surface and it does not perform any comparisons to 
determine if a better solution is available by 
following some other path down the energy surface. 
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Invalid Solutions 
Solutions like the sample solution shown above were 
achieved for only a few sets of city locations. The 
network parameters are very sensitive to changes. 
·changing the location of the cities, or the random 
• 
component of the initial starting voltages results in 
manual determination of new network parameters. 
Manual determination was time intensiv~ and prevented 
the investigation of a large number of cases. 
I 
/ / 
\ 
There may be cases where the network simply cannot 
' find a valid solution. While this is not proven, I 
experienced difficulty when several cities were very 
close together, and when one of the cities was 
relatively distant from the remaining cities. 
lnvalid solutions are reported in several ·ways. If 
there is more than one 1 in a column then two or more 
cities are reported as occupying the same,position in ~ 
" <l 
the tour. Similarly, if there is more that one 1 in a 
row, a city may occupy more than one position in a 
tour. On the other hand there may be columns and rows 
. 
in which none of the nodes converged to 1. In these 
cas~s a position in the tour can be ~noccupied by any 
city or a city will be missing from the tour. 
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Conclusion 
The solution is not general for a given set of network 
parameters. Altering the number of cities, the 
location of the cities, or even the variation in the 
/ - .\ 
initi~l input voltages,ican cause the network to 
produce invalid tour~~ 
Techniques to improv.e the generality of the a network 
are needed. 
Despite the networks sensitivity, it is significant 
that a solution can be found using a neural network 
approach. The idea that a parallel solution exists in 
the absence of any sort of global supervision is a 
true breakt,rough. 
.• 
I 
Considerations about Hardware Implementation 
Realizing that neural networks are faster when 
implemented in hardwai;e, it is relevant to consider 
the difficulties involved. 
First, there are the simplifying assumptions 
underlying the software simulation. An actual circuit 
would not depend on these assumptions. That the 
simulation worked using these assumptions cause~ one 
to question whether the circuit built with 
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resistances, capacitances, and currents defined by the 
simulation parameters would actually function. Most 
likely some additional tuning would be required to 
realize correct operation. 
Second, electr·on·ic components with the properties and 
sizes used in the simulation may not be available. 
Another key point is the importance of the simulation 
in determining actual circuit parameters. If the 
experimentation conducted ·with the simulation had to 
be done by replacing electronic components, the prope-r 
set of values might never ~ave been found. Th~ 
mechanics of swapping resistors and capacitors or 
adjusting variable valued components would greatly 
increase the time required to find the correct values. 
Along .the same line, different connection resistor 
values would be required to solve different versions 
of the TSP. This may be addressed with variable 
resistors. In any case, it points out the usefulness 
of the simulation. The simulation was written so that 
the network was "built" based on the particular TSP 
presented. It is doubtful that hardware 
implementations can achieve this level of generality. 
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Finally, the hardware implementation would present the 
solution as a tour, but would not present the length 
of the tour. The simulation calculated the tour after 
the network stabilized. (Note that a portion of the 
TSP energy function is numerically equal to the tour 
ii, distance but the total TSP energy function is not.) 
• 
l. 
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) Appendix A 
· Derivation of _equation 5.2. 
The sample circuit diagram shown in Figure A-1 is 
useful in deriving the kirchoff current equation for 
this circuit. 
I ~ I , 
.-, 
"'"' 
r., 
I 
\ \, \\. 
t c..,, er .. (' u, I.AH Node 1 Node N 
-v, 
· Figure A-1 • 
- Sample Circuit Diagram 
Writing a Kirchoff current equations at the input to 
the amplifier of any node i yields: 
CT. (du. /d t) = -u. /r. + I . + l: ( ( V. -U. ) /W .. ) 1 1 , 1 1 1 J 1 -lJ 
• J 
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breaking up the summation, 
/\_ 
CTi(dU1/dt) • -u1;r1 + Ii + E -Ui/Wij + EVj~:{J 
j j 
• 
rearranging and·factoring out -u1 , 
CT1 (dU1/dt) • -u1 (1/r 1+I1/Wij) + E(Vj/Wij) + Ii 
j j 
replacing (1/r.+El/W .. ) with 1/R1., where R1. is the 1 1) 
parallel combination of ri and all Wij' 
CT.(dU./dt) • -U./R. + t(V./W, .) + I 1, 1 1 l 1 ,·J 1) 
dividing both sides by CT., 1 
I 
J 
dU./dt • ( -U./R. + t(V./W, .) + I. )/CT. 
1 1 l J lJ l l 
u I 
J 
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Appendix B 
Equating Hopfield and TSP energy functions. This 
equality results in equations 5.7 and 5.8. 
" 
First rearrange the TSP energy function as given in 
equations 5.3 and 5.4, 
Etsp • A/2 
(' 
C/2 
' 
D/2 
I I 
• X 1 
( I I 
• X 1 
I V .v . + 
Xl XJ · B/2 I J: E vxivyi 
j ~i • y-.x 1 X 
2 V .-n) + Xl 
Id V .(V . 1+v . 1 ) xy Xl y,1+ y,1-
• X y~x 1 
Expanding the third term, 
' 
+ 
Etsp • A/2 IV .V . + B/2 t E Xl XJ l: V .Vi+ Xl y 
y~x • X 1 I 1 X 
C/2( (I IV. )2 - 2 I I Vxin + n 2 ) + Xl 
I 
X 1 
0;2·1: 
• X 1 
Id V .(V . 1 +V , 1 ) 
· xy Xl y,1+ y,1-
• X y~x 1 
Now, an approximation is introduced by not paying 
strict attention to subscripts of v. Factoring out 
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-1/2ttttvv yields: 
xiyj 
. ' 
, • '·. ·: ·, \ · , ' r\...~ .-, · • ·• , I • '· , , , ,I ' 
_) 
Etsp - -1/2 tIIIVV(~A-8-C-Ddxy) + 
xiyj 
-CIEV .n + C(n) 2/2 Xl · 
• Xl 
We further the approximation by dropping C(n) 2/2, 
Etsp,.;, -1/2 El:l:EVV(-A-B-C-Ddxy) + 
• • XlYJ 
-CEEV .n Xl 
• Xl 
Note that the effects of these approximations is not 
known. It shoulq be noted that the upcomming equality 
is based on these approximations. 
Now equating the resultant TSP energy function to the 
Hopfield energy function given by equation 5.6, 
. ( 
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-1/2EEEE(Vxivyj/Wxiyj> -
xiyj • Xl 
-
-1/2 EEEEVV(-A-8-C-Ddxy) + -CEEVxin 
xiyj xi 
This equality is true if the follO>Wing two It 
sub-equalities are true, 
-1/2 IttI(V .v .;w .. ) • -1/2 ttEEVV(-A-e-c~od ) 
x1 YJ x1yJ - xy 
. ' XlYJ 
0 I XlYJ 
-Itv .I . - -cttv .n Xl Xl Xl 
' Xl 
• Xl 
Simplifing the equalites while ignoring voltage 
subscripts yields, 
I . - en Xl 
wxiyj • 1/(- A - B - C - Ddxyl 
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